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Clemenceau of France is understood they attended a meeting) of the Exmen will lose money this year. in Arizona and New Mexico. On
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Mex
New
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to take the same position.
Estancia Herald.
the National Forests in these two
M. L. McGuskey of Clovis who a
and Horse Grower As- -; Railston, Magdalena; T. D. Burns,
War ha its attendent sufferings, ico Cattleheld
state 795 fires occured, of which
A fine Tierra Amarilla, W. J. Linwood, few months ago sold his mercantile
there
sociation
Monday.
Howard Payne shipped one car of 647 were under 10 acres. The fires,
death, and devastations. When a business session was held and the Raton; H. L. Hodge, Silver City.
business here to Louis P. J. Master-so- n Thomas Bros. Buy Fine Ranch
nation deliberately enters upon a local attendance wa
A deal was consummated a few steers to Alamosa, Colorado, last covered a total area of 33,658 acres,
has purchased a quarter section
very large.
war it knows that all those conof which 30,706 acres were timbered!
of land south of town from Jess days ago whereby Thomas Bros., J. week. Willard Record.
of
interest
the
to
matter
Many
SURVEY
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BIOLOCICAL
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will follow. But under
land. The damage amounted to $1S,
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Comer and plans to move there and A. and Chas. E., acquire the ownerdiscussed.
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and the cost of lighting fire
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were
at
which
House
wa a subscriber, there are certain Harvey
Of the total number of fires. 442
Statistics covering the acreage of The
of Clo.vis recently pur- merly belonged to the Alamogordo
J. A. Beecher made a trip down were started uy ngntning; tne oai
limitations that control the actions served and the speaker were both agricultural lands in New Mexico chased city
The
fire
be
Thomas
a
used
truck
to
by
Improvement
Company.
and
instructive.
d
of individuals, of armies, and of interesting
fires.
and the number of cattle, sheep and the fire department in the place of Bros, bought the land from Owen to Edgar Frazier's at DeHaven. to ance were
Messrs
Pankey and Culberson hogs are beinij gathered
which existed o
The condition
from state the one now drawn by horses.
get a load of corn. Mr. Frazier has
ships. It is something quite outside
Prather. There is about forty acres corn
in
Fe
and
Santa
Wednesday
spent
t
50
will
bushels
make
that
the forest during "the past seaot.,
the sphere of war to sink an
departments by Dr. R. F. Hare of
of alfalfa on the place and the re
unarmed passenger ship like the left Thursday for Clayton where tthe federal department of agricul
A. B. Lman. of Colorado, a re- mainder of over 100 acres is highly the acre and is gettintr $1.50 a bushel were very conducive to the sta-- i
executive meeting will be ture. The material will
Moines
Swastika.
Des
for
it.
Lusitania.
and
The maining, starvation, another
rapid spread of fire on account
probably be cent Clovis visitor was so pleased cultivated land. They will farm the
and crucifixion of defenseless pris held on the 20th. Both gentlemen issued in the form of a report
of the drouth, and it was only by
land.
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that
Alamogordo
Curry
addresses
on
purchased
county
for
are
the
program
A "Show Place"
oners have no place in war between
vigilance everywhere that the area
a farm of 320 acres including live
C. F. Gibbins. the king of interior and
civilized countries. Atrocities com again at that gathering.
EIGHT CARS OF CATTLE
damage wa kept to the com- stock and implements and will make
QUAY
mitted on the civilian population of
derorators, is finishing the interior narativelv low figures
SHIPPED BY PANKEY TODAY his permanent home there.
BECOME
MAY
FE
SANTA
near
of
the new Frnth Bungalow
Continued effort wi'.l be made by
occupied territory are expressly pro
Dvche's new residence. This is one th Forest Service for the imnrove- TERMINUS OF AIR ROUTE
Hon. B. F. Pankey shipped eight
hibited by international covenants.
Judge Sam G. Bratton has sold his Quay Wheat Crop Doubles
t
everimt-nhandsomest
the
bungalows
Yet individual officers and soldier
from
his residence in Clovis to Cash Ramey.
car loads of cattle today
of fire prevention and uppres- Messrs. h.. fc. Darby, Joe Beavers, jof
in the Kaiser's army have commit- -'
Lieutenant G. L. Hancock .who ranch near Lamy, loading them out In the deal Judge Bratton gets
J. H. Welch, Vance and Lang were erected in Clayton and is one of the sion through the betterment of
the
ted all those crimes. The Kaiser flew to the city last week in one at that station. They go to his fine corner lot on Gidding Street among those from the plains who "show places" of the city. Clayton
communication, improvement
in eastern Kansas, where
.
of trails, the purchase of more
vis'ted Tucumcari last week. They Citizen.
.,.,.
4 himself, so far from 'punishing them, of the two airplanes which came large ranch
mnA,rn
t,.
,
i
i
i
i
i
j luaujr i.ui.uicu nome , tne pear future.
has caused medals to be struck in here scouting for postal routes i i"c f
nu nuius
fighting equipment, and by publicity.
report as much wheat already up
of the sinking of quoted this week as saying that he neaa lor mararei.
commemoration
as was ever up before. They expect Pigs Bring the Coin
Nearly half of the fires of last seaClub
A
member
of
the
Boy's Pig
and it is inson were
the Lusitania, and has elevated in will probably recommend that Santa
more than 100 per cent increase over
DE
BACA
a
blood-thirsat
in
Fe be made a terminal point
the When the collector calls with
Clayton
bought
registered cumbent on the users of the forest
rank ome of the most
any previous year. Tucumcari News. Duroc-Jersey
mail route which will be established EnelantTt
bilL
of hit officer.
pig in 1917 and during to see that responsibility for careThose act against civilization were in the wett operating from St. Louis j he will probably find Germany "not Feed Store Chaagea Haada '
fires it not laid at their
At far at known, Glenrio it the only 1918 this tow raised 18 pigs valued lessly left
1 at home."
H. S. Fuller hat bought out the place in the United Statet failing
t .
door. '
i
entirely apart from the waging of at a bate.
(Continued on page four.)
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LORD SOU THBOROUGH

BONE DRY LAW

PARIS MILLIONS

IS PROCLAIMED

GREET
ALL

GOVERNOR GUNTER ISSUES PROCLAMATION AFTER SECRETARY
OF STATE CERTIFIES VOTE.

IN EFFECT ON DEC.

FRANCE
HOMAGE

17

l.'ntcii Newn

Acreage of 49,027,000 Sown Is 16 Per
Cent Greater Than That of
Last Year.
winter
Washington. -- The largest
wheat crop ever grown In the history
of the United States is promised by
all the enormous i.creage sown this
per
fall. The acreage is almost
cent larger t'.ian last year's, and totals 4H,)27,OOu acres.
The revised nat limited area sown in
the fall of 1U17. 42,:II,ihiii acres.
The condition or the crop Hoc. I
was HH.r, per cent of a normal compared with 7! :'. a year ago, S5." in
average of S.2.
l!i; and a
busliels, or
A crop of 7t;fi,iMin.nini
&ii,iiiin,illii bushels more than the best
record, is forecast by the Department
of Agriculture as next year's winter
wheal yield, allowing lor winter killLast
abandonment.
ing .Hid spring
year's crop was r,."..",.7:r,,iiiiii bushels.
The area sown to rye Is i;,S20,nnii
acres, which is 1.7 per cent more than
he revised estimated area sown in
the fall of l!'17. which was fi,70S.(inii
acres
ten-yea- r

Holland Hands Kaiser His Hat.
Amsterdam. Ihe. 17. William
tb former liermaw emperor, the Tel. giaaf says it understands,
has refused to leave Holland alter ofhad been made
ficial representations
that his continued presence in Holland was likely to involve the coin-rThe forin serious difficulties.
mer emperor, the paper adds, was tol.l
that his free departure would be a
matter of gratification to the Dutch
government.
Salvador President
President
Washington.
cf Salvador Is seriously ill.

III.

Melende

Poland Severs Relations With Berlin.
Amsterdam. Poland has severed relations with Germany, according to a
telegram received in Merlin from War
aw.

WHOLE
TO

COST OF WAR

FROM GERDEMANDED
MANY, SAYS LLOYD GEORGE.
BE

Premier

Declares

Conscript

Armies

Must Be Done Away With to

Insure Peace.

Aeiin

NflWi'pilr I'riion Netvii Service
llristol.- - The war bill of the allies
24,(MiO,OUU,UUU,
against Germany is

according lo the prime minister, David Lloyd George, who presented this
and other interesting facts before a
large gathering here Weduesday. Tbe
cost of he w ar to Great ISritaiu was
I

JlS,UHI,UUII,O0U.

Ilefore the war Ihe estimated wealth
of Germany, said the premier,, was be-

2tt,uu,-- '
and
So, if the whole
sterling.
wealth of Germany were taken Iberu
would not be enough to pay the
Therefore lie had used the
weirds: "Germany should pay to the
utmost limit of her capacity."
When the prime minister was
an overflow meeting, be said
lical llritain would be guilty ot a
great folly if site gave up her navy.
Whether Great llritain would require conscription in the future In any
shape or form, Lloyd George said, depended not upon the opinion which he
now expressed, bul upon the peace
terms which were made.
"If you want a permanent peace;
f you want to prevent
the horrors
nf tills war being repeated you must
put an end to conscript ion armies on
the continent of Kurope."
Lloyd George declared t hat the decision which would be taken in the
next few mouths In the peace conference was going to leave a mark upon
Iho world. The ages to come, he said,
would be able to reap the fruits of It.
He summarized his remarks on the
indemnity to be demanded from Germany as follows:
As far as justice Is con-"Kirsl
rned, we have an absolute light to
demand the whole cost of the war
from Germany.
'Second We propose to demand
the whole cost of the war from Germany.
"Third -- When you come lo the exacting or it. we must exact in such
a way that it does not do more harm
to tlie country that receives it than
the country that is paying it.
"I'ourih- - The commission appointed
by the Hritish cabinet believes that
that can lie done.
"Fifth
allies are in exactly
Hie same boat.
We shall pul In our
demands all together, and whatever
they are, they uiusi come in front of
he German war debt.
"Tbe first consideration in the
minds of the allies will he the interests of the people upon whom the
Germans have made war. and not in
tlie interests of the German people,
,vbo have made war and who have
In en
guilty of that crime."

tween
n

i.' 5,0110, iMip.uim

itt.tiuo

of

just punishment"

President Wilson spent his first
Sunday in Paris by pslng twice to
church, laying a wreath on the tomb
of Lafayette and having a brief conference with Premier Clenienceau and
another with Col. E. M. House. In the
evening he rested in preparation for
American Fleet Home by Dec. 2S.
the coming strenuous week of prelim14.
Washington. Dei-Kvery capital ship of the American navy now In inary conferences. During the afternoon the President made a short call
iCurope. including the dreadnought
on President and Mme. Poincare at
have
which
been
fijuadrons
operating
with the Rritisu main fleet during the the palace of the Elysee.
war, will return to home waters this
Canadians Return Home.
month. Secretary Daniels announced
London.
The steamer Olympic
Friday. They may he expected to
"each New York about Dee. 23. and a sailed from Southampton for Halifax
naval review will take place there to carrying more than 5,00(1 Canadian
elehrate the home coming.
war veterans.
Assassin Slays President of Portugal,
London. Dr. Sldonio Paes, presi
French Marines Enter Odessa.
Paris. Dee. 14- .- French marines dent of Portugal, was shot and killed
have entered Odessa, Russia, and have by an assassin at midnight Saturday
eceived a cordial welcome from the while he was in a railway station at
Lisbon waiting for a train to
people there, according to (he Matin. Advices from Lisbon reporting Oporto
the as
wire-'ess
Detachments have occupied the
sassination say that he was struck
station and expelled German
by three bullets. President Paes died
from all military posts.
The within a few minutes after he was
The president's
assailant
lewspaper says that the fortress and shot.
?ity of Sebastopol have been cleared named Jeetne, was killed by the
if German soldiers who were causing crowd. Tamagnini Bartosa, minister
liscords. it is alleged, with the conniv of the interior, has assumed the presiance of the Bolshevists.
dency.
.

j

j

n

pas-teng-

Seven-Cen- t
Advance for Corn.
Chicago, Dec. 13. Stunning advances in the price of corn resulted
Thursday from the government crop
report showing that the yield for 1918
is tbe smallest in five years. Values
ran up as much as 7 cents a bushel
over Wednesday's finish.

Truce Negotiation! Begin.
Negotiations for tbe prolongation of the German armistice began Thursday at Treves, Rhenish

Paris.

Prassla

With a total value jf
nation's principal
farm cropB this year were worth more,
based on prices paid to farmers Dec.
1, than in uny year in (he history of
American agriculture. December crop
estimates of the Department of Agriculture showed that this year's total
exceeds that of the former record
year, 11117, by 01 4,380,000. There also
was a marked increase in acreage, the
aS"j,K!l5,7i!2 total exceeding that of last
year by 10,700,000 acres.
The nation will be In even a better
position to fulfill its pledge of 20,000,
000 tons or foodstuffs to Europe next
year than had been expected.
Most, of the crops are larger than
the
average and some of
them established records, particularly spring wheat, barley, rye and tobacco. Corn, however, fell below the
average.
The wheat crop is larger than the
average and almost. 300,000,-00bushels larger than last year's
crop, but it is more than 100,000,000
bushels smaller than the record crop
of 1915.
Almost, all of the crops were worth
more this year than in any previous
year because of the high prices paid
to producers.
GERMAN ARMISTICI" EXTENDED.
Washington.

$12,27-',4)i,0l-

L'.Oul),-m-

representation and the practicability
of its application.

CROPS WORTH MORE BEr
OF HIGH PRICES PAID
TO PRODUCERS.

CAUSE

Wfilrrn Nrwi,i,iier Ttilon News Strvlc.
Paris, Dec. it;- .- President and Mrs.

To Dine With Yanks on Rhine.
"oalition Government Wins Elections.
Paris, Dec. 17. President Wilson
Iondon. While the official result
will leave Paris Christmas eve and (to
f Saturday's election will
not be
to American general
headquartera
.noun for a fortnight, there is every
From headquarters he will proceed to ndicatlnn
that the Lloyd George coali-Jothe American front. He will have
government has been
Christmas dinner with the American
y a considerable majority.
troops and not with the American
Commander-in-chief
or other officers.
Wreck Ties Up Traffic.
Tucson, Ariz. Southern Pacific
Glasa Sworn In as Treasury Chief.
trains were tied up for about
Washington. Carter Glass sf
en hours by a disastrous freight
was sworn In Monday aa secrerreck between Gila and Yuma. No
tary of the treasury.
me was injured.
Ylr-gln- ia

MOST

IN CHEER-

j

Wilson Made Citizen of Paris.
rails. President Wilson delivered
an address Monday at the city ball,
where he was formally made a citizen
of Paris. The President spoke in reply to the greeting extended him and
declared love of right led the I'nitecl
States Into battle beside Prance

INCREASE IN ACREAGE

POINCARE

,
who
Mme. G. Avnl de
has done much to stamp out the white
slave traffic in Paris, and who established a home in the French capita1
for unmarried mothers, came to this
country to aid in the great United
War Work campaign.
Sainte-Crolx-

PRESIDENT
TEN

U.

IN

FRANCE

S. BATTLESHIPS ESCORT
LINER INTO BREST.

Ihe

Birmingham, Ala. Private Guy O.
Herron, an alleged deserter from Battery A, Ninth field artillery, Fort Sill,
Oklahoma, has been arrested by special agents of the department of justice on information given by Harry
Goldstein, superintendent of a detective agency. Herron was wenrlng the
uniform of n first lieutenant at the
time of his arrest and is alleged to
hnve a number of aliases and to have
cashed bogus checks in the various
cities he has visited amounting to approximately $2,000.
When he was brought to the office
of the department of Justice he confessed nnd told of the wonderful way
he had been entertained l cities he
had visited among them being New

MARKET

Western Newniti per t:niull .News sServ lc;e.
Brest, Dec. 14. President Wilson
reached the harbor of Brest on board

the steamer George Washington at 1
o'clock Friday afternoon and at 3:24
stepped on shore, the first time an
American President had trod European
soli.
President Wilson came ashore
with Mrs. Wilson, who carried an
American flag and a bouquet.
There was a thundering cannonade
as the President's launch left the
George Washington and landed at pier
No. 3. It was escorted to tbe tribune
amid cheers and salvos and tbe notes
of "The
Banner.' The
Presideut delivered a brief address after landing at Brest, thanking Mayor
Goude for the Breton welcome given
him. He then drove through the
cheering crowds, the frantic ovation
continuing until he reached the railway station. There he entered the
train which left for Paris at 4
o'clock, where today the heart of
France acclaimed him as the nation's
guest.
The arrival was the culmination of
an imposing naval spectacle which began as the presidential fleet rounded
the outer capes, then paBsed the entrance forts and moved majestically
Into the harbor, where the George
Washington anchored at the head of
a long double column of American
dreadnoughts and destroyers and tbe
units of a French cruiser squadron.
Ahead came a single destroyer,
showing the way to tbe fleet, and
close behind loomed the huge bulk of
the battleships Pennsylvania and Wyoming, flying, respectively, tbe flags of
Admiral Mayo, commander of tbe Atlantic fleet, and Vice Admiral Sims,
commander of the American naval
forces in European waters. Just back
of them moved the George Washington, bearing the President, flanked on
either side by the battleships Arkansas, Florida, Utah, Nevada, Oklahoma,
New York, Texas and Arizona, by
French cruisers and by a great flotilla
of American and French torpedo-boa- t
destroyers.
President Wilson witnessed the
spectacle from the deck of his steamer, waving greetings and acknowledgments as the cheering throng ashore
vied with the artillery in the old
world's first tribute to an American
President.
Soon after tbe arrival of the Presidential fleet Stephen Plchon, the
French foreign minister, and Georges
Leygues, the minister of marine, who
were at Brest, to meet the President
on behalf of the French government,
boarded the George Washington to
extend ihelr first greeting. American
officials also went on board to make
arrangements for the landing of tbe
President. Thy were accompanied by
Miss Margaret Wilson.
As the mayor of Brest stepped forward, President Wilson listened attentively lo an address of welcome
and received with a bow a large
parchment roll, wound with the American colors, containing the City Council's greetings to him.
Speaking In a clear voice, the President acknowledged the greeting and
from a manuscript read a brief ad
dress in response.
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grsssnrs, choice
U,009M.6t
prims
Fat steers, arsssars, sood
11.509 1S.6
to choice
Fat steers, grussers, fair
to sood
10.M9ll.s0
S.7f
Heifers, prime
Cows, fat, good to choice.. ' S
;j
7Hif .l..
Cows, fair to ood
0.60W 7.J.
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MOW
Cows, cannvrs
.;
7.01
00
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Veal calves .. ..
8.00tjill.
Peedors, fund to choios....
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.00gI.J
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Ha? aa (Ural a Market.
B. Denver. Carload ITIce )
Bar.
Buying Prices.
Colorado, upland, per ton. . 123.00
Nebraska upland, per ton. 20.00021.00
Prairie hay, Colorado and
10.00O2I.00
Nebraska, per ton
.0024.00
Timothy, per ton
i.oo20.00
ton
Alfalfa, per
22.001&2J00
South Park, per ton
(iunnlaon Valley, per ton.. 21.0SW22.0O
5.00W 0 00
Straw, per ton'.
Cirala.
Oats. Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying..
Corn chop, suck, selling
Corn in sack, aelllnx
i
4.00
White corn meal,
100 lbs
Yellow corn meal, per 100 lbs
4.45
Corn flour (white), per
100
lbs.... 2.24
per
(Ilnlrn teed, sackec?, selling
(P.
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There Was a Thundering Cannonade
as Wilson Party Enter War Harbor on Steamer Washington,

ATC

L

HAD LED GAY LIFE

SURPASS RECORDS.

Wilson made their entry into Paris
Saturday morning, greeted by
of the population not only of the
city but of l lie surrounding districts.
They were attended by President
Poincare. Premier clenienceau and
others among the most eiuineul figures of Prance. Flowers were droppud
around their
carriage; airplanes
winged overhead; guns sounded.
The city was ablaze with illuminations; the boulevards were thronged
with crowds, dancing and singing and
throwing confetti.
Hut observers were impressed with
something more than the magnitudo
and beauty of the reception; by some
quality of warmth that made it dif
ferent from the visitB to Paris recent
ly made by the sovereigns of tlie allied nations.
Thirty-sithousand soldiers, the
flower of the French army, lined tlie
avenues from Dauphine gate to the
Murat mansion, which during their
stay ill Paris will be the home of the
President and his wife. Alpine chasseurs and zouaves, fresh from the bat
tiel'lelds of Champagne, and colonial
troops from whose uniforms the mud
of the Somine had only a few days
ago been removed, occupied the post
of honor.
"In the eyes of the immense crowds
l
welcoming him." says the
Temps, "President Wilson represents two invincible forces the material force which permitted the wa
to be won, and also the force which
will sanctify peace."
The chief official event of the president's first day in Pails was a luncheon tendered to him and Mrs. Wilson
by President I'oincaire. It was a gorgeous affair. Hut its outward magnificence and brilliance were overshadowed by something that went straight
to the heart, of Paris and of France,
something touching upon the question
that has been foremost In the hearts
and minds of all French ever since the
signing of the armistice.
Somehow the impression had taken
root here that President Wilson was
opposed to the full payment by Germany of the damages her armies did
in the ruthless campaigns In France
and Belgium.
Somehow a great section of the French people had come to
fear that he would try to stay the
hand, not of vengeance bul of just
and deserved punishment.
It was therefore natural and in
keeping with France's traditional policy of utter frankness that President
Poincare in his speech at the official
luncheon dwell tactfully but candidly
upon this question of questions. He
spoke or the "deliberate savagery" and
astounding cynicism" of the German
staff In its systematic procedure of
wanton destruction. He touched upon
the absolute necessity that such
crimes must not r.o unpunished
that
their Just punishment is part and parcel of the justice upon which the
world's peace must be based hereafter.
In his reply President Wilson, with
equal candor and an explicit directness that made all doubts vanish into
thin air, spoke his own heart and
mind on (his subject.
"I am sure," said he, "that I shall
look upon the ruin wrought by the
central empires with the same revulsion and deep indignation that they
stir in the hearts of France and Belgium, and I appreciate, as you do. the
necessity of such action in the final
settlement of the issues of the war as
will not only rebuke such acts of terror and spoliation but make men everywhere aware that they cannot be
ventured upon without the certainty

ALLEGED DESERTER

Arrested in Alabama While Wear
ing Uniform of First LieuREPORT SHOWS ALL PRODUCTS
tenant of Army.
EXCEPT WHEAT AND CORN

FLOWER.
STREWN PATH.

Late portrait of Lord Southborough
who has been made president of a new
commission that was named by Prime
Minister Lloyd George to visit India'
and to remain there until next summer
to study the question of communal

VALUE

$12,272,412,000

ING PARTY ALONG

17.

BIG WHEAT CROP IN U. S. IN 1919.

U.S. CROP

WILSON

TROOPS JOIN PEOPLE

Fervk-e-

lntoxirutint; liDenver,
quors H a hcvt'iatin will be denied
Colorado renidentH, uh the bone-drlaw became effective at inidnlKlit.
I'ndnr the llorton penult, system the
importation of two (juarts of wlitaky
for "medicinal" use was made possible, but tlie Finch amendment restricts the iiuntity to four ounces,
procurable; only through a phynlcian'i
prescription.
Covcrnor GunUr issued his proclamation at 10 o'clock Monday morning,
an hour after certification Imd been
made by Secretary of State .la s ft.
Noland. The new law, however, ac
cording, to an interpretation, did not
become operative until midnight.
There were X.imo packages on hand
hen the American Hallway Kxprens
Company opened its offices Monday.
Long tines of permit holders formed
in Stout hI reel, fearful that their consignments might he denied to them.
Hundreds of shipments arrived on
t very train, some from points as far
fistanl na New York city. Although
officials of the company estimated
that S.MIO or 4,0011 packages would be
delivered before the closing hour,
consignments reaching Denver left
the packages on hand at midnight well
above the i,tiO0 mark.
.lust what disposition is to be irlB.de
of these consignments, which represent an outlay of at least $3MMM, is
not known, lawyers and state officials
expressing different views.
amendments
Three constitutional
and another initiated bill adopted by
voters in the November election were
certified to the governor's office along
with the liquor amendment. N'o notion is expected on these measures
for several (lays. The chief executive
may hold the certification of the vote
for thirty days. If lit the end or that
time the measures are not proclaimed
they automatically become law.
One of the atiiendmentsi will induct
into civil service from l.L'iio in I,!i0ft
state employes; another changes the
method of legal publication of Initiated bills, and slill another reduces the
time for the Introduction of bills In
the Legislature from thirty lo fifteen
days.
The other initiated bill adopted by
voters in the November election creates the Wind llenerit Association ol
Colorado, it provides for assistance
by the slate for adult blind persons
a year.
not to exceed
Dec.
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PAYS PRESIDENT
AS HE GOES TO

DINES WITH

URES CERTIFIED.
Ncws-mpt-

SAINTE-CROI-

PEACE CAPITAL.

UNDELIV.
'PACKAGES''
MANY
FOUR OTHER MEASERED

Western

MME. DE

Hi an, Colo.,

five-yea-

per )00 lbs.,

selling...

Hungarian Patent,
lbs., sacked.
subject to discount
42 lbs., sacked, subject
Hungarian,
to discount
'
Hungarian, 24 lbs., sacked, subject
to discount
'
Dressed Pealtrr.
The
prices on live aoultrr
sr netfollowing
F. O. B. Denver:
tt .22
Turkeys, fancy d. p
J
Turkeys, old touts
1
&
Turkeys, cliolce
20
t
Hens, lb
20 622
Ducks, young
20 W 22
Roosters

Allies Ressrve Occupation Right and
Impost Additional Conditions.
Copenhagen, Dec. 16. The German
armistice has been extended until 5
o'clock on the morning of Jan. 17 and
the Allies have notified Germany that
they reserve Ihe right to occupy the
neutral zone east of the Rhine from
the Cologne bridgehead to the Dutch
frontier, according to a dispatch from
Treves.
The message states that the following conditions have been added to the
armistice agreement of Nov. 11
"The supreme command of the Allies reserves the right, should it consider this advisable and in order to
obtain fresh guarantees, to occupy the
neutral zone on the right bank of ttaa
Hhine north of the Cologne bridgehead as far as the Dutch frontier. Notice of this occupation will be given
six days previously."
Marshal Foch, adds the dispatch,
has announced In behalf of Herbert
C. Hoover, the American food administrator, that 2.500, null tons or cargo
space lying in German harbors must
be placed under the control of the. Allies to supply Germany with foodstuffs. The ships are to remain German property.

Uac-s- e

1114

Jt realtry.

10
Roosters, lb
20 W22
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
15
41"
Is Alleged to Have a Number of Hens
18
S2n
Ducks, young
20
Aliases-York- ,
Oeosa
22
17.
Springs
?
2 lbs.
to
1H
Broilers,
Newark, Baltimore, Lynchburg,
Norfolk, Raleigh, Oklahoma City, Kanterse.
Eggs, strictly freaii, case
sas City, Chicago, Milwaukee, Ham119.503 20.00
count
mond, ImllnnnnolK Cincinnati, PittsBatter.
burgh, Rochester, Syracuse, Utlca
(4
ex. lal grade, lb.
and Birmingham. In every city he Is Creameries,
Creameries, 2d grade (cold 40
nT0
storage), lb
alleged to have cashed bogus checks Process
50
nnd to have assumed the names of
40
Packing stock
M.
Willis,
George
Cnpt.
Copt. Henry
Wait.
H. Williams, Lieuts. Harry B. Rich$1.602.50
Apples, Colorado, box
1.15W2.7I
H.
ards, Horry
Murray and Samuel Pears, cooking
M. Kinney.
Vegetable.
11.00
He said he was glad he had been Beans, navy, cwl
7.50
7.00
Pinto, cwt
.1
caught as he was tired of eluding the Beans,
Beans, Lima, lb
20$ .22
officers, anil even If he did have to Beans, green, lb
.22
204
lb
wax,
Beans,
put up some time he had had his fling. Beeta, Colo., doz, bunches .250 .40
He has been away from camp since Beets, new, cwt
1.000 2.50
2.00
1.6(1
new, Colo
August 20, and has spent every cent Cabbage,
cwt
1.750 2.00
nf the money secured, as he has been Carrots,
.40
Carrots, Col., (In. bunches .25
12HW .15
lb
stopping at the best hotels in the Cauliflower,
dos..
Celery,
homegrown,
cities he visited. He was placed in Cucumbers, hothouse, ds. 1.50(9 2.50
.00
.40
Ihe county jnil and officials at Fort Lettuce, head, Colo., dos.
15
.25
Lettuce, curly, dos
SIM were notified.
SO
.75
Onions, table, dos
2.00
1.76
Onions, cwt
ii.Ou
1.40
cwt
new,
Potatoes,
.a
Radishes, long, hothouse .20
15
.25
Radishes, round
.OK
YANKS MAY RESTORE ORDER.
.07
HOLDUP VICTIM LEFT
Spinach, lb
.211
.15
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb.
1.7
l.tO
AND
cwt
UNDERWEAR
SHOES
Turnip,
.15
"Long Live Wilson," Cries Throng as
Turnips, Col., ds. bunches .20
Socialist Leader Makes Threat
HIUKN AND PELTS.
Cleveland, O. Joseph Wlcsyn-sk- l
Amsterdam, Dec. 14. The German
Dry Fllal Hldea.
is all out of lnck. He was
government will ask allied armies to
16 lbs. and up.....
2.9c
Butcher,
In
all
dressed
his
10 lbs
29c
In
regular
under
up
Bolshevik
case
the
Butcher,
occupy Berlin,
27c
Fallen, all' weights
movement continues to grow, Philip
"Sunday clothes" and was walkI7c
and
stags
Bulls
15c
Scheldemann declared in a speech at
ing down a dark street when
Culls
6c
lb.
less.
hides,
salted
per
out
took
men
and
two
Dry
stepped
the capital.
Dry filet Pelts.
away his $150. Not content with
Scheldemann predicted that Ameri30c
Wool peltx
orthen
25c
him,
wool
can troops would soon arrive in Berthey
"breaking"
pelts
Short
ahearlngs
Butcher
...,18c
when
to
and
him
dered
undress,
lin, upon which his audience cheered.
10c
No 2 and murrain shearings
and pieces of pelts.. 15c
"The government has decided to
they left Joe didn't have coat,
Bucks, saddlesMalted
Hides.
Etc.
lircea
or
overcoat.
It
orhat
vest,
pants,
shrink from nothing- to establish
Cured hides. "". lbs. and up. No. t...lc
was a chilly walk home, down
der," Scheldemann declared, in adCured hides. 25 lbs. and up, No. 2... ISe
11c
behind
dark
and
Bulls, Nobuildings,
alleys
dressing an open air meeting.
10c
St........
to
to
his
Bulls, No.
"We will request the enemy armies
complaint
aecordlng
skins
c
and
hides
Gluea.
the police.
to occupy Berlin, if the Spartacus
IS'itln..Kip. NO. 12
No.
Kip, No. 1
group continues its demonstrations.
'JSai's. c.ir
"We may have American troops
24
26cCalf, No.
here shortly God knows for how
ami calf. No. 2
'SAVES
uc
BOY
LIFE
OF
PENCIL
Branded
kip
1c per lb. less than
long. Is that what the people of BerPart cured
lin want?"
cured.
Is
Rifle
cirren Imles. 2c per lb. less than
"Iong live Wilson!" the crowd Bullet From.
cured.
shouted. "Better tbe Americans than
Stopped by Metal Caas Boys
Greea Salteel Horsehldea.
!5.006.00
No. 1
Were Playing War Game.
the Spartacusians!"
4.0095.00
No. 1
The workmen and soldiers' council
Headless. 60c less.
....12.00tol.00
Des Moines, la. A metal lead pen- Pnnlea and glue
of Hesse has dissolved and the "people's council for the republic" has cil In his pocket stopped a bullet
MARKETS.
MIS1 KI.I AI-:Uand probably saved the life of Glen
been organized.
Metal
Prices.
Dravcr
son of RevCutlin.
Bar silver. 11.01
Leviathan Brings 8,000 Americans.
erend Catlin of Council Bluffs during
15Mc.
lb.,
Copper, per
New York, Dec. 16. Due to heavy a war game here. Several boys had
17.05.
Spelter. 18.12.
fog which has hung over port for the built a cave lo the outskirts of town
TuiiKKten concentrates, unit. H7fl'12.
hours
twenty-fouAmerican
the
past
and while young Catlin was advancChlxaao tirala aad I'rovUloa Prices.
with more than ing to the cave Eddie
transport
Emig, fourteen,
Corn No. 2 yellow. 11. 4N;
Chicauo.
American
soldiers
sailors
and
8,000
Ho. 4 yellow. ll.XAtjj 1.42.
who was standing guard, fired a
I lain
No. 2 white. 74U7iiCi standfrom France, was unable to dock unrifle in the general direction ard.
;4tti'7.',iC.
til today.
from which the Catlin boy was adKye No. 2.
90c 11.01.
Barley
off
a
button
The
tore
bullet
vancing.
Ebert Plana German Civil War.
IS.OHU'11. 00.
Timothy
...
Lard 126.22.
Berlin. Chancellor Ebert has de- his coat and was Rtotfied by the pencil.
cided to form a Socialist army to offNew orV t'attoa Price.
Now York. Cotton December, 27.41:
set the forces of the Spartacus group.
26.03; March, 24.88; Jitay. 24.or,;
Police Strike Settled.
MOUSE PLAYS PART IN SUIT January,
12.27.
July.
Make
Cook
Paria
Montreal. The strike of policemen,
Again
Pastry.
(irata Prleaa;
Paris. The minister of revlct nailing
firemen and other city employes was
Mlaaeapalle
Minn. Barley 17 S4c.
Second Cook Fell and Injured Herself
Minneapolis,
settled Friday, the 13th, and the men authorized pastry cooks to resume the
No. j. $1.611.57.
Ry
Chased
Chef
While
Being
by
Bran 127.72.
returned lo work.
making nf pastry.
. . With Rodent in Hand.
Corn 11. 42151.45.
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Find Dead Bodies in Cabin.
Magdalena, N. M. The lifeless bodies of a man and a woman were found
in the ranch house of Henry Coleman,
about eighty miles west of Magdalena, on Friday, the 13th. On Saturday
they were identified as those of Mrs.
Henry Coleman and Dan Oliver, a
hired man. A coroner's Jury returned
a verdict of
murder,"
but held no one responsible, and the
officers claim to have no clue to the
identity of the alleged m'irderer.

Arizona Wilson Honor Guard.
Camp Kearny, San Diego, Cal. Announcement that the 158th (Ariiona)
Infantry had been accorded the honor
of acting as President Wilson's escort
of honor in Paris attracted wide interest here. Prior to the departure for
France of the Fortieth division, of
w hich this
regiment is a part, inspectors who visted Camp Kearny paid
high compliments to the unit. It was
said unofficially by some high officers
to be the "best national guard infantry regiment in this country."
158th

Kansas City, Mo. A mouse plays
sn important part in a suit for damages filed by Pearl Smith, formerly
employed as second cook of the Western Union Telegraph company, against
the company. Miss Smith, employed
In the company's kitchen, declares in
her suit that the chef found a mouse
In a garbage can.
He proceeded to
chase the second cook with the mouse
in his hand. In trying to escape, she
declares, she fell and injured herself.
Three thousand dollars' damages Is
asked of the company.

oats 70'70c.
natter, Ksars,Butter
Paaltry aad Patatae.
.",4

i
Creamery,
ordinary firms.
Bags Firsts, S2iff6,1c:
r4ii57c; at mark, cases included. r,S4i
Mr.
Potatoes Minnesota, Wisconsin and
Mlchisran, hulk. 11.60W1.70; do, sacks.
11.70'u 1.75.
Poultry Fowls.
springs.
24c; turkeys, 27c.
Kansas City Prod ace.
Kanftas City, Mo. Butter Creamers.
firsts. 58c; seconds. 56c; packing,
(0c;
41c.
Exes Firsts. 61c; seconds, tie.
Poultry Hens. 21 He; roosters, ITHs:
broilers, 20c.
Qaatatloas.
rslnss M"e Stark
Pardon Board Denies Henwood Plea.
Chicago. Hogs
Butchers, 117.16
Miraculous Escape.
Land.
Scramble to Get Wyo-nm17.10: light. 117.1017.7t:
Denver. Tbe State Pardon Board
packing.
Conn. His automobile
Hartford,
16.1t17.61: throwouts. 115.0016.15:
Cheyenne. Twelve thousand acres
refused to commute the life sentence
good to choice, 114.15 "415.75.
two
bits
between
to
ground
practically
reof
in
land
southeastern
Wyoming,
Cattle Beef cattle: Oood, choice and
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failure
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allotted
be
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homesteaders
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17.250 1.75.
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choice.' 1 6.00 1 17.00: western rang
opened here Dec. 23. So great is tbe
cows and
beef
114.00017.10;
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nomestead
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HE festivals (if a country
seem to reflect the heart of
a people. Christmas among
Italian peasants lias quite a
different quality from the
Christmas of the laud of the
former kaiser; go the snugs
nnd parol which spring from these
festivals carry with them a distinct
flavor of the different nationalities
which Inspire them. Even two countries so closely akin as England and
America Infuse a certain national atmosphere into the literature of Christ-inuIn England one may trace the
Christmas carol from the iuaintest of
old folk songs

s.

seemed to drown
bells.

the music of the

"It waa as If an earthquake rent
The hearthstones of a continent.
And In despair I bowed my head
'There Is no peace on earth,1 1 said,
'For hate Is strong
And mocks the song .
Of peace on earth, good will to men!'

Jn ines
Whltcnnih Illley,
Ithyuies of Childhood, says:

in

4

,

his

"After a thoughtful,
almost
painful
pealed the hells more loud and
Pause,
Bub sighed, 'I'm sorry fer old Santa
deep;
'God Is not dead, nor doth he sleep!
Claus.
The wrong shall fall,
They wus no Sniity Claus. ner couldn't
I
The right prevail
be,
With peace on earth, good will to men!' " When he wus ist a little hoy like me.' "
Then

His "Who Sunly Claus Wins' Is well
known :

"As Joseph waa
He heard an anfcel sins.
'This night ahall be the birth nlKht
Of Christ, our heavenly king' "

Snow and Christinas winds seem to
be so closely mingled with Christmas
in the minds of
.peoalown through a sort of procession of ple that many of us are scarcely aware
Christmas Ideals In successive cen- that new traditions of Christmas climate are being built up in parts of our
turies to our own time, when
wide country. The poet Sill, with his
"Hark, the herald angels sing"
exquisite art, paints for us n picture of
"Chrlstmns In Cullfornla:"
seems to embody Christmas Joy In
over.
lands the world
"Can this be Christmas sweet as May,
English-speakin-

g

English-s-

peaking

With drowsy sun and dreamy air.
The new grass pointing out the way
For flowers to follow, everywhere?

Christmas la America has to adjust
ltnelf to a different environment from
i he old world setting. The heroic struggles of our pioneer ancestors tuned the
lyre of one of our ballad writers to tell
of "The First Christmas In New England." Ills picture of the forbidding
New England coast presents a pitiable
contrast to the warmth and cheer
"which memories of Christmas suggest.

He' In yo' little lied
Jes la Ik de birdies in de nest
De mammy olrd hah fed.
Till jingle, jingle In de muwn,
When all de bells will say:
"De Holy Chile ob flawd am bawn.
An' dis am Christmas day."

Has time grown sleepy at his post,
And let the exiled summer back,
Or Is It her regretful ghost
Or witchcraft of the almanac?
I am his creature, and his air
I breathe, where'er my feet may stand;
The angels' song rings everywhere,
And all the earth Is Holy Land." '

"Jes' a little bit
stlll-t-

feller; I remember

'st

tn almost cry for Christmas, like a
yuungster will.
Fourth o' July's nothing to it! New
Year's ain't a smell!
Easter Humlay circus day Jes ail dead
In the shell!
l.awsy, though! nt nisht, you know, to
set around and hear
The old folks work the story off about
the sledge anil deer,
An "Santy" skoctlu' round tiie roof, all
wrapt In ur und fuss.
Long afore
I knowed who
"Santy Claus" wus."

In Ids more serious strain he

says:

"They's a kind o' feel In thi air to me,
When the Chrts'mas times sets In,
That's about as much of a mystery
As ever I've run ag'lu!
Besides the religious spirit of Christ- Fer instunce, now, whllse I gain in weight
I swear
mas poetry, a great deal of verse has And general health snmers.
I can't quit
a
been written In honor of St. Nicholas, They'sstate goneness
A
is
the
or
as
in
Kris
he
kind
feel
nir.
o'
Santa
Clans,
Kringle
"They thought thy had come to their
racket the children raise?
culled, and the children. I'crhups one Is It the
port that day.
W'y, no! God bles 'em! noiBut not yet was their Journey done;
of the best known of these poems Is ls
the
it
and cheeks ablaze
eyes
And they drifted away from Provlncetown
"The Night Before Christmas" by Dr. Like my own wus, long ago?
Bay
If
o' the whistle and beat
the
bleat
Is
:
Clement C. Moore, which begins
In the tireless light of the sun,
O' the little toy drum and blare
With rain and sleet were the tall masts
O'
the horn? No! no! It la Jest the sweet.
" Twas the night before Christmas, when
Iced
The sad, sweet feel in the air."
all through the house.
And gloomy and chill was the air;
But they looked from the crystal sails to Not a creature was stirring, not even a
Paul Laurence iMinhtir, In bis
mouse:
Christ,
dialect, says of Chrlstmns:
The stockings were hung by the chimney
And they came to a harbor fair.
with care,
The white hills silent lay,
"Step wld de banjo an' glide wld d
In hopes that St. Nicholas soon would be
flddle,
For there were no ancient bells to ring
Dis aln' no time fu' tn pottah an' piddle;
No priest to chant, no choirs to sing,
there;
The children were nestled all snug In Fu' Christmas Is comln', its right on the
No chapel of baron, or lord or king,
their beds,
That gray, cold winter day."
way,
While visions of sugar plums danced In An' dey's houahs to dance fo' de break
their
o' de day.
heads," etc.
Then the voyugers remembered the
What If de win' is talkln' an' whlstlln'?
bells of old England which were ringLook at dat hah how hits spittln' an'
ing for Christmas worship and they
brlstlin'!
forbore to devote the day to lubor.
Heat in de ashes an' heat Jn de clndah,
Ol' Mlstnh Fros' kin look thoo de wln- dah."
Another favorite with the children
"Shall our axes swing on this day of days
When the Lord of life was bornT"
Is "ChrlstmaR Dny," by Itutb
To return to the real spirit of
The tragedy of the Civil war trailed
as It commemorates the birth Of
Its shadow over Longfellow's Christ- "Now, rhlle. go hang yo' stockin's high Christ, Margaret E. Sungster says:
mas verse and even his courageous
Dyar by de chimbly place,
"We love to think o'f Bethlehem,
'Fo Santa Clause goes ridin' by
spirit faltered :
Wld him ole jolly face.
That little mountain town,
Data
smllln'
To
alius
'cause
which on earth's tlrst Christmas day
suy.
dey
"I heard the bells on Christmas day
He lube de chillun so,
Our blessed Lord came down:
Their old familiar carols pluy,
An'
A
dem
each
Christmas
brings
lowly manger for his bed.
day
glfs
And wild and sweet
Across de miles of snow.
The cuttle neur In stall,
The words repeat
There, cradled close in Macy's arms,
Of peace on earth, good will to men!
"I's mended dam from top to toe.
lie slept, the Lord of all.
Dey'l hole de t'ings yo' need.
And thought how, as the day had come,
1'lle
rake
One
and
Now breaks the latest Christmas moral
hoe,
garden
The belfries of all Christendom
De.book ye longs to read,
Again the angels sing.
Mad rolled along,
,
to
drum
fife
fo'
Wld
and
And far and near the children throng
yo'
play;
The unbroken aong
Dat Santa Clause boun' know
Their happy hymns to bring.
Of peace on earth, good will to men!"
De t'ings yo'fl prayed fo' ebery day
All heaven Is stirred! All earth Is glad!
And make yo' happy so.
For down the shining way
Then echoes of the accursed cannon
The Lord who came to Bethlehem
Comes yet on Christmas day."
thundering far away In the southland 'Hang up you' stockln' den an' rest
llay-mon-

jm
DRESSING CHRISTMAS DOLLS
"Be Sure the Clothe Com On and
Off," Is Advice of Woman Who
Has Had Much Experience.
"Be sure the clothes come on and
off." This is the Injunction that one
woman has to make every year when
she gets to work at her usual Christmas task of getting 50 dolls dressed
for 50 little orphans who live In an in
stltutlon in which she Is interested.
She buys the dolls at wholesale prices
and then gets good folk she knows to
dress them, but always with the request goes this Injunction "be sure
and don't sew the clothes on
The reason for this is the fact that
these 50 little girls are like all other
little girls in liking dolls that can be
dressed and undressed, and the first
thing they do on receiving their Christmas doll Is to see how readily it may
he dressed and put to bed and then
dressed again.
In dressing dolls it Is possible to buy
paper patterns for doll clothes. One
set, sold by a leading pattern concern,
contains a cape with a hood, a jumper
dress and guimps, a bathrobe and a
petticoat and drawers all for ten
cents. The only trouble with this sort
of pattern Is that It doesn't always fit
the doll yon choose; In fact. It is by
the merest accident that the paper pattern would fit the doll. Although to

BRIEF INFORMATION
England's prison population befor
the war was 18,000; It is now a.ouu,
Pnrtnhln electric machinery has
been invented to screen coal and load
It in wagons.
Of the. 3.000 or more Islands com
prising the Philippines only about 400
are Inhabited.
Adding an ounce of camphor to each
five gallons of gasoline he uses, an
English automoblllst claims to effect a
fuel saving of 20 per cent.
The leader of the Wellesley college
unit (or war service In France, Miss
Mary Whiting of Boston, has written
to friends In this country of the
light and wonder of the French refugee children over American lollipops.
The Union Pacific railroad has set
aside about $750,000 for building snow
' sheds In Wyoming. These sheds are
made of reinforced concrete, and are
built In such a way that they can be
taken apart and moved to any portion
of the road where protection from snow
Is most needed. Four of these con- crete sheds are being built, the longest
if which Is 4,470 feet.
,

Is cut In various sizes for dolls
ranging from 14 to 30 Inches in length,
the proportions of your doll may be
quite different from the doll used In
cutting the original pattern. If the
clothes do not fit It Is not a very dlffl
cult mutter to make alterations In the

pattern

pattems.

You never need to allow any outlay

for materials for dolls' clothes, for
there are always enough pieces In your
work box, or a friend's work box, to
make all sorts of dainty garments,
There are sure to be odds and ends of
lace and Insertion to use on the little
underwear and pieces of ribbon with
which the dresses' can be trimmed.
FOR

SOLDIERS OF

BELGIUM

Americans to Bring Christmas Cheer
to Every Man In Valiant
Army.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. Norton, who
25,000 Christmas
boxes to the Belgian soldiers, with the
of the Belgian govern
ment, have perfected plans for extending the Christmas cheer this year to
every soldier In the Belgian army of
120.000. The gift will consist of choco
late, toilet soap and candies, furnished
at a total cost of $40,000. A Christmas
greeting card will be inclosed, bearing
the following Inscription, printed In

last year distributed

The inventor of
pulley with depressions In Its surface contends that
belts will not slip when It Is used.
With a view to meeting eventually
the national demand for wool, the Japanese government will establish three
sheep farms early In the new year.
A few Japanese women have been
put on the cars of the Mlno Electric
company because of the shortage of
men laborers, who have entered the
activities.
If these
manufacturing
women conductors prove satisfactory
more will be similarly employed.
Arizona, which produced more than
38 per cent of the refined copper in
the United States last year. Is expected to exceed Its record this year.
balSo light Is a new rubber-coateloon fabric that three thicknesses of
it weigh less than five ounces to the
square foot.
A portable office large enough to
accommodate six persons has been designed for United States army use. A
desk, drop shelves
telephone, a roll-to- p
for three typewriters a central table,
which may be put away when not
needed, are numbered among the conveniences of this automobile.
d

Flemish on one side und French on the
other :
"Belgian soldier, our beloved friend
and brother, we, your American
friends, greet you this Chrlstmns day,
1018. How bravely you hove endured
and how courageously you have fought
during four years of Indescribable
hardship I But be of good cheer. Your
day of deliverance Is druwlng near.
Listen to the angels' song, 'Glory to
God In the highest, and on earth pence,
good will toward men.' Jesus Christ
was born for you, dear friend, und if
today you will open to him the door of
your Heart, he will enter In and Impart to you eternal life."
Mr. and Mrs. Norton, graduate students of the Moody Bible Institute of
Chicago, have labored so successfully
in the interest of the Belglun soldiers
since the summer of 11)15 that th
queen of the Belgians has given repeated recognition to their work, and
the Belgian ftrmy authorities allowed
them access to the front line trenches.
Over 12,000 of the Belglun soldiers
have joined their "League of the Holy
Scriptures," nnd their names are
among the most popular in the ranks.
Of the gifts distributed last year.
6,000 boxes went to Belgian soldiers In
German prison ramps. A reply card
was Inclosed, and within a few months
the entire number of 6,000 had been
received, asking that copies of the Gos
pels be forwarded.

HE Christmas turkey lit Mount
Vcrmm wus a wild bird, and
merely a game dish when Mrs.
Wuslilngtou. in the early days
before the devolution her
liusliaud wus then only an
eminent citizen of Virginia-lul- led
tin her sleeves und
stood to cane It.
In those days it was considered a mutter ot
course (hut a lady should know how to curve,
though (as was the case with the mistress of
Mount Vernon) she might not spell correctly.
The iiecomiilishinent, like the making of juins and
cider, wus appropriate lor a housewife,
Christinas at Mount Vernou in those times wus
nil exceedingly Jolly ami festive occasion. Wuslilngtou was the richest man In Vlrgiuitt, und the
equipments of his household were in many respects more luxurious ihau could he found In the
houses of his
neighbors. For example,
the guests at this Christmas dinner were provided
with silver forks a rare luxury at that period,
when gentlemen customarily ate Willi their
knives, because it was out of the question to lift
peas and many other such edibles to the mouth
with the three-tiiiesi eel forks commonly In use.
It Is a shook to leant that the father of his
country ate with his knife, yet such Is uudenluhly
the fuel. Thut sage historian, I'eler Parley, tells
n story (probably npochryphnl) of un oceuslou
when somebody tried to kill the Immortal George
by putting poison on his peus. Shoving his knife
henenth a tew of them, and raising them to his
lips, he looked across the table at his enemy, und
said, "Shall I eat of these?" Still holding the
knife suspended, he again transfixed the man
with his gaze and repeal oil the question. So overcome was the wouhl-hpoisoner by Washington's
seeming prescience that he fled from the tuble
and the perilous peas remained uneaten.
At that epoch, in Virginia, the men who waited
on the tuble in most of the country houses wore
plantation garb. At Mount Vernon, however, the
household servitors were nttlred in a handsome
anil even sti iking livery of scarlet, white and gold,
and the butler wus n dream of gurgeousness. One
man for each two guests wus the stintmum allowance. Not only wen; there viands to be supplied,
but n constant succession of bottles containing
wines of choice vintage for the consumption of
the mule guests.
Ladles in those days drank next to nothing at
nil. To take more than n sip of wine, for either
mnld or matron, would have been regarded as
the height of Impropriety. But for the men all
through this Christians dinner the bottles were
kept going around. Mr. Bryan Fairfax of Alexandria would say to Mr. G. W. Lewis across the
table, "George, a glass of wine with you 1" "With
pleasure, Cousin Bryan!" the Intter would reply,
as he bowed and drnnk. Then Mr. Fairfax would
go through the same performance with every man
at the uihlc and so it went throughout the
repnst.
The eatables served at the dinner were nenrly
all of them products of the Mount Vernon estate.
From a gastronomic point of view, no region In
the world was richer than that section of old
Vlrglnln. There were cunvnsback ducks to be
shot on the river in front of the house; partridges
and venison were plentiful, and the proprietor of
the mansion raised his own beef, pork, and mutton. The only vegetables were sweet potatoes,
white potatoes, and beans.
From a latter-dastandpoint the repnst was
conducted In a peculiar fashion. All the dishes.
Including three kinds of meats and several of
game, were put on the tnble at once. While Mrs.
Washington carved the turkey, the gentlemen who
happened to he opposite the mutton, the venison,
etc., were expected to lend expert assistance tn
the dissection of those comestibles. The puddings
were eaten before the withdrawal of the cloth, the
removal of which left bare a shiny expanse of
mahogany, upon which the fruit, nuts, und decanters were set forth In festive array.
When the cloth hntl been withdrawn, the host
would lift his glass, filled with choice Madeira,
and drink the health of his guests. Five minutes
of general conversation would follow, perhaps,
and then Mrs. Washington would rise, giving the
signal for the departure of the ladles. Everybody would get up; the ladles would make an elaborate curtsy to the gentlemen, and the latter
would bow profoundly In response. With the retirement of the women the real drinking would
well-to-d- o
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Christmas Afternoon
Ut

4
4

The afternoon of Christmas day may be rather
a quiet one for the older folks. The gifts have
been unwrapped and arranged and hovered over
from time to time. The usually tidy room looks
like a bazaar for the sale of fancy goods. Perhaps neighbors and other friends may come to
exchange "Merry Chrtstmases I" and to say, "May
I thank you here for your lovely gift?"
Between the dark and the daylight, after the
callers have gone and the children have returned
from their play, comes the peaceful and happy
Christmas evening. The great day is dying;
Christmas is nearly over. It will be a whole year
before we shall enjoy its merriment again or remember happy Christmas seasons of the past.
We may lose many thingshome, friends, health,
money but memory abides, and no one can take
from us the happiness that has once been ours.
On Christmas night we remember the old days.
We think of those who were once here to share
our joys. "Christmas never can be the same
again I" many people exclaim when they feel as
If the joy of Ufa has gone forever. If we all took
that view Christmas lts"lf might die. It depends
upon deep spiritual Insight.
Let as. If we can, forget our troubles and even
our sorrows and try to rejoice. If we have chilGATHERED FACTS
.
dren about us It Is not hard to be merry, but If
we have none of our own there are a great many
The Emergency Fleet corporation who ought to be made glad and may be found
has a girls' chorus, all
employees, with but little trouble.
with Miss Beatrice Eaton as leader.
A merry Christmas to you all I And I would
With walls but two Inches thick, a add
Tiny Tim's words, "God bless us, every one P
concrete motion picture theater, 80
Dolly Wayne In Philadelphia Public Ledger.
by
ana 19 ieet nigh, has been
built In England.
8ANTAI DONT YOU DARE1
The discovery In Sweden of a lost
or oreaa made from pea flour In the
We love our daughter dearly, '
time of the Vikings hag disclosed the
For her our lives we'd soak.
fact that peas were cultivated in EuBut she wants a ukulele
rope more than 1.000 years ago.
For Christmas. Holy smoke t
A recently Invented motor operated
floor finishing roller can be covered
PEACE.
with sandpaper for Its finer work or
with carpet' for polishing.
One man can handle four-toloads Blow, bugles of battle, the marches of peace;
with a new
track foe East, West, North and South let th long quarrel
factories snd warehouses that has
cease;
lifting apparatus operated like a jack. Sing the song of great joy that the angels began.
d
Oranges originally were
Sing of glory to God and of good will to men,
Whlttler.
and not much larger than cherries,
their present form and size being doe
to centuries of cultivation.
WORTH TRYINOL
Eyeglasses for which a British patent has been granted can be folded
How would It do to give the Christmas spirit
when Idle to resemble a locket and permanence by working It Into a neat set of New
worn on a chain as aa ornament,
Tear resolutions!
n

three-wheele- d

begin, and might be kept up almost Indefinitely,

though, for his part, Wuslilngtou never went beyond a second glass of wine, and It was his ustiul
custom to leave the table within u few miuutes
lifter his wife had gone.
Tonsts, in those days, were never drunk until
after the ladles had left the table, and no beauty's
health was ever pledged In this fashion while nhe
was present. But when the men found themselves alone, It wus the proper thing for a young
gentleman to get upon his feet which, It Is to
be hoped, were still steady nnd to sny, "I give
you Betty I.iiinux--, the most beautiful girl in Westmoreland county:" Or perhaps It might be Susan
l.ee of Rappahannock. Such a toust was customarily drunk standing with all the liouors, us the
phrase wus,
Indeed, Christmas wns a great day of festivity In the Virginia of that epoch. Brenkfnst was
nt eight or nine o'clock, unless It had been decided to go
In the morning In which
case the menl was eaten by candle-lighIf there
was a fox hunt a sport of which Washington wns
very fond the host wore a brilliant red walst-con- t
trimmed with gold luce, and the ladles who
rode were beautiful In scarlet habits. On such
occasions Mrs. Washington would go out In her
"ehnrlot and four," keeping ns close to the hunt
as the roads would permit. Not until 1785 were
he Mount Vernon kennels ubollshed and the dogs
t.

I

sold.

Those were days when meals were ample, but
were not multiplied. Eating, when undertaken,
was no mere frivolity, but serious business. This
Christmas dinner was nt .'1:30 p. m. ; there hud
been no lunch, nnd there was no supper to come.
After dinner there were games blind man's buff,
hunt the slipper, and the like with much romping
and more or less kissing.
A sprig of mistletoe
was tnng up In a convenient place, and If a girl
happened to be kissed under It by a young man
she did not faint or call for help. In fact, it
might be suspected that sho did not seriously object.
Never, and nowhero, In tills world were there
more capable and expert makers of love than the
young ineu of Washington's dny In old Virginia.
Nobody ever saw jollier fellows than they were.
If Ihey loved fiercely, they proved their sincerity
by marrying early; and, when one of them was
so unfortunate us to lose his wife, he would invariably marry again. Marriage was considered
just about the most Important duty of life, und
the love affairs of the gentlefolk were freely
confided even to the servants.
Bluck Tom knew
that Mars' James was "going after" Miss Salllo
Lee, and would tnlk the matter over with bis
young muster. And It wns the same way with
tiie girls.
So it may easily be Imagined thut on a festive
occasion .such as this Christmas celebration a
some of it
good deal of Incidental
serious enough, wns accomplished.
But the
Master of the Revels, though he himself hud been
sufficiently ardent In his youth, was In Inter life
no eager sympathizer with such follies.
Though Mr. Washington took no part In the
romps that followed the dinner, he heartily
the fun. Occasionally he relished a game
of cards, and probably on this Christmas evening
he Indulged In some such amusement, In company
with the older people, while the young folks
He played for money,
scampered and romped.
but the stakes were sniull.
There were two young people nt Mount Vernon
In those days the son nnd daughter of Mrs.
Washington by her first husband. It is easy tn
imagine the part they took in the romps on Christmas day. John and Martha, their names were,
but everybody knew them as Jacky and I'atsy.
I'atsy died In 1773, when just budding Into womanhood, while her brother married young, and
bad four children, two of whom, George and Nellie Custls, were adopted by Mr. Washington. To
George he left the famous Arlington estate, opposite the city of Washington, which afterwnrds
fell by inheritance to the wife of Gen. Robert E.
Lee.
On Christmas eve there was a dance, to which
all the neighbors for many miles around were,
as a matter of course, Invited. The party began
before eight, and was over by ten o'clock.
Young ladles' beauty In those times was not
spoiled by late hours. For music there was a
single fiddle, played by an old slave on the place
a
negro who kept the time and
helped on the tune by pounding on the floor with
his big foot.
All the young ladles wore
dresses,
making a brave display of pretty shoulders, and
s
and silk stockings.
the men were In
Mrs. Washington's gown, cut
nnd filled
In with ruchlng, was of French silk; but the
clothing she ordinarily wore was of domestic
manufacture, being woven at Mount Vernon, where
no fewer than sixteen negro women were kept
white-haire-

d
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constantly at work In what was called the "spin-- ,
This industrial annex of the establishment remains to this duy, and visitors at
Mount Vernon nre taken by the guides to see thel
werei
very room In which the spinning-wheel- s
operated.
Of course, there wus high festival not only for
the master and his guests, hut also for "my people," us Washington was accustomed to call the
He would never hava
negroes on bis estate.
thought of speaking of them us slaves. There
were at that period about one hundred negroes on.
the place, nnd ot the Yuletlde season they enGood things fop
joyed exceptional privileges.
their consumption were distributed with no niggard hand by the mistress of the bouse, a treat
much appreciated being a drink known ns "niethlg-ler,- "
composed of fermented honey, spices, andi
wuter. Another beverage brewed by Mrs. Washington was a sort of peach brundy sweetened wlthi
honey.
Those were days when u cnpable housewife was!
supposed to know how to compound a variety of
beverages. Beer wns brewed ut Mount Vernonl
under Mrs. Washington's own supervision, onoV
cider as well, the latter being a drink of which
her hushnnd was very fond. He always had It oni
the table at dinner, nnd would take It freely In;
place of the wines which were more to the tnstal
of his guests.
By ten o'clock In the evening the festivities of
Christmas duy at Mount Vernou were over. Even
hnd the fashion of the time been otherwise, Mrs.
Washington would senrcely hnve tolerated
She always Insisted ou putting her husband to bed early, nnd be meekly obeyed. Whether It be true or not. us some chroniclers hnve asserted, that Mr. Washington was henpecked. It Is
certain that he considered It judicious to submit
In most things to his wife's wishes.
The frame for this picture of a Christmas at
Mount Vernon before the Revolution Is ready
made ; for, thanks to the efforts of patriotic women, the old mansion stands today almost exactly
as It was when Washington lived there. There.
Is much of the old furniture, nnd even a great
deal of the old china and glassware. The house.
Is a veritable fragment of American history, and,
though more thnn a century and a quarter has)
gone by since the merry Yuletlde festival hero
described, the Imagination readily repeoples the
old place with Its throng of guests, eating, drinking, dancing, and making love, and hears the joyous laughter of the romping young folks, while
through the crowd moves the stately figure of tho
host, who, offering his hand to the prettiest girl
in the room, proceeds to lend her through tha
graceful and decorous steps of a minuet.
"

late-hour-
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Joy-trn-

Joy-tim-

JOY EVERY DAY.
Why not more days of loving care.
With garlands hung up everywhere.
And candles bright, and carols gny
Why not have Christmas every day?
CHRISTMAS.

FROM THE HEART.

"Not because It's In the air
But because I really care
Merry Christmas."

UiAsi

"Merry Chrlstmns, Rodney !' sung out Jerry as
he dashed out of the alley dragging a handmade,
sled.
"Merry Christmas nothing!" replied Rodneyj
morosely.
"What's the matter with It?" asked Jerry. "I
heard you got a lot of presents."
"I wanted a motorcycle nnd didn't get It,"
growled Rodney.
'Tin sorry. Rod," said Jerry sympathetically.
"If you get time, come on over nnd see the tree
we rigged up for the kiddies Inst night. There
come Jnkey MiGlnnls nnd his twin sister.
Jerry hurried on down tho street, loaded the
on his sled aud hnd n great time
McGlnnls
coasting.
Jerry had discovered how to make Christmas a)
success. He wns the embodiment of the spirit of,
Christmas which Is best expressed by the Uttl
word, Joy.
Jerry does he live In your block? is the kind
of lad who gets so much joy out of life thnt a lot
of It spills over nnd binds on the next fellow. He
wants everybody to be Just ns happy as he Is. He
would like to see Rodney get his motorcycle If It
would make Rodney any happier.
We have a suspicion, however, that If Rodney
had received the motorcycle he would not have
found the
by riding it.
May Christ mas bring everybody all the good
things possible! But let us remember that Christ
mas Joy Is not spelled with the letters G E T,
It is what we bring to the day that makes Christ
mas a
Boys' World.

Drama in Four Act
logue.
Act I Anticipation The shopper
Act II Expectation "Tou can't
bought for Christmas."
Act III Realization "Just what
Act IV Vexation Darned old
Christmas, anyhow V
A Homemad

Anon.

pear-shape-

INDEED, HE WAS.
The Brother I planted a kiss on her cheek beneath the mistletoe.
The Sister Ralsd anything?
The Brother V
her father raised well, he
was very- angrv- -

Epilogue.
BIIL and bills, and bills, and bills.

and an

Epi-

and the shop.
guess what 1

I wanted."
Junk I Hang
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INVESTIGATE,

THEN HOLD

SIMPLICITY

OF LIFE

The war hat taught us many
Savery's Market Letter published in
Denver which it devoted to mining things and among tbem to discrimin
e
information givet tome mighty good ate between the etsential and
to those who contemplate in- - essential things of life. We have
vetting in mining prospects, or who found that when inspired by anxiety
for a great dominant cause we could
have already done so.
The difference be'tween "investing" easily dispense with many things
when applied to which had almays seemed to us mere
and "gambling"
From a
mining is neatly and forceful pre- - necessities and comforts.
sen ted in this article where the great civilization of luxury and
says: "If he wants to gamble travagance we were transformed to
he should buy stocks listed on some a body of people willing to
Few people who fice new cars and furniture and to
exchange."
have never been intimately connect- - wear last year's suits for the one
ed with mining seem to realize that purpose of "winning the war."
the "gambling" starts only after the; w,.w ,h- - wr i ovr. hut thm nh.
mine becomes a producer and its iMt:nn f r.nunrintinn U still unon
stt.ck gels on the boards and it be us. We have practiced it for
thej
gins to be a bait for dividend sharks. cake of our sons and our country
Regarding this subject the Letter and we must continue for the sake
uf humanity.
say:
There i a class of smalt purchasWe could not sit at a banquet with
ers of mining and oil shares who
were starving
antct dividends even before the any comfort if there
wovlv of the company can be started. people looking in at the window.
we will enme to the point where,
It take time an J money to develop And
we cannot indulge in luxuries and
and the investor feel
a dividend-payer- ,
that whole nations are starving
s
f o r reshould not be
suffering on the other side of the
turns from his investment, for he is and
world.
very liable to be disappointed if he
is. Then tner is the man who btiyp
Perhaps this will lead us to a new
is'
a pro a pec t for stock mnri-.r-t
profits. simplicity of life. When Europe
we may
more
once
A new company is organized to deII feel inclined
aside
the
to
si.
lay
velop a property and he buys a bloc'
We may re- things.
with the id?a in his mind that the
in our aims
that
alied
simplicity
shares will score an advance and be;
can unload at a profit. Nino times and in our lives will really in the
out of ten he is disappointed, for end pivv us more satisfaction than
the re.- son that the share? are un- a refitlfss striving for luxuries.
listed and the orly niarkrt for the,
BY WAY OF EXCULPATION
stock is that which is created by the1
promoters of the company. He is disIt
is a barren mind that can t
appointed to learn that he must hold
his stock like other stockholders and think rp excuses, and now some
await the outcome of the develop- apologists have come
ment plans of the company. Some- forward to excuse the Kaiser.
times he sacrifices his shares to the
Careful scrutiny of his recent deinjury of the company and some- - meanor in Holland, they say, inditimes he- uses logic and holds his cates that he is insane. His grandi- .
.
,
.
.
.1
ii
iuis wy gening
ins fiuii joquent
uttivB, in il
and
theatrical behavior
measure of profit that came through points
to paranoia. He has for some
the successful development of the years suffered from a form of mania,
company's holdings.
manifested in his frequent allusions
"The buyer of a prospect mining to the Almighty as his confidential
or oil stock should carefully investi- partner. And if he is insane he de- - '
blame.
gate before investing, and after he serves pity rather than
.
has invested should hold his shares,; J . . .
l he Uer
out
his
lets
Wilheim.
awaiting the outcome of the com- man people have already been let
If he
plans.
pany't development
been
have
out, because we
rcpeated- .
i i
i
i
1J i
,
,
.
entered
the war
i ly told that they
on
some
ana
usieu .
exenange,
.
at . the, behest of their emperor, and
. siock
.1r
gooa rule io io iinow in mi. con-- i
w
nection it to buy listed ttockt out
So no one it to blame. Millions
cash and not trade
on . mar-. right for
.
.
wa
of hornet have been desolated,
the listed .lock of tomorrow. Hold 1,on,1 of men have been unspeakably
millions more killed.
your prospect .hares, for always re- - mutilated,
that one success will wipe Ion of women have been atrocious,
but many losses and may make you ,v mistreated. No ones fault,
And yet one wonders why a na- rich."
tion failed to detect insanity in its
OUR EXEMPTION BOARDS
sovereign when he precipitated and
prolonged the bloodiest catastrophe
Since the declaration of war about of all time. A nation that counton-on- e
hundred New Mexicans have anced such a sovereign without
patriotic duty of the highest puting to him either lunacy or crime
importance. They have not had much is itself either a criminal or a
nor have they received very natic.
We understand that
much praise.
in
LOYAL AND PATRIOTIC
they are now to be dishandc-their official rapacity, and we feel
that a word of appreciation is due! France inspires a wonderful pa-- j
We refer Io our state and triotism in its people. Alsace and
them
eemotion boords.
Lorraine had been separated from
Their service has he-- n a difficult their mother country for
i.
one, calling for ouick discrimination years. They had been entirely under
of
excellent
and
Minv
German domination.
The German!
judgment.
carri-- d
out
the men npnolnted
hid been enforced in the!
the work at the sacrifice of their schools, in the courts of law and!
own private interests. They have jn the churches. Comparatively few
had to deal with men of every kind people are now alive who were of,
rich and poor the patriot, the mature age at the time of the
the conscientious ohjector. ,ion 0f the provinces to Germany.
Yet how little criticism of them
of a return to
ye,
t . ,i
there has heen how few accusation-- , rv ... t)e pro8pec
j i:i.
of unfairness!
The overwhelming! and the
of American soldiers
entry
of
these
have
men
permajori'v
acclama- took
formed their duty with strict honesty tions. place among public
fairness
infinite
patience,
grat
Fortunate indeed is the country
and liindn'M. M.ivv yonn men are
which inspires this special brand of
to the rrmhpM of their
i
gr,fff'l
emnt'nti hoard for fMherlv interest loyalty and affection.
aprl l;ind advice. The iTiMnence o
WILL DEMAND HERD LAW
for
the hoards hfis hen strong!
non-advic-
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coi-nt-

forty-seve-

n

r,

ad
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Proi. A.

Agricultural College
Agricultural College Income
Agricultural College Perm.
Armory Bonds, Int. and Skg.
Blind Asylum
Blind Asylum Income
Blind Asylum Permanent
Board of Health
Capitol, Rebldg. Bonds Sink.
Capitol Contingent Expense
Casual Deficit
Cattle Indemnity
Charitable Institutions
Common School Income
Common School Permanent
Current School
Chaves County Income
Deaf & Dumb Asylum
Deaf and Dumb Asylum Income
Deaf and Dumb Asylum Perm.
Eradication
Fees, Fund
Game Protection
Governors Spec. Contingent
General Refunding Bds. Skg
Historical Soc. of N. M.
Hydrographic Survey
Insane Asylum
Insane Asylum Income
Insane Asylum Permanent
Insurance Fund
Interest on Deposits

Interest

22,786.58
7,917.74
9,045.80

984,58

394.66

10,186.33
25,673.79
59,833.21
72,116.18

244,117.89
48,634.83
4,489.46

6.40

8.00

25,501.56
12,637.85

3,007.71

2;581.30
3,255.28
160.00

23.07
52.80

9,500.00

1,658.58
1,178.55

2,390.40
3,574.66

8.66

179.28

456.67

3,104.99

2,048.97

978.72

450.15
421.17
7,053.81
22.23
85.00
1.397.42
45.12
15,952.02

65,366.55
220.51
87,303.57
LOO
1,499.04

7,464.80
80,000.00
73,200.00
142,091.98

7.40
1,949.19
16.83

2,208.60
8.89

3,715.54
3,012.89
78.14

7,000.00
23.77

3.00
.6183.26

10,513.60

225.ffl
5,055.95
1.465.87
235.60
11)955 02
25,711.65
34,616.48

500.00

419.88

225.00

225.00

5d),00
4,209.16
1,106.21

4,433.29
3,723.80
459.46
11,609.26
7.255.89
1,812.50
1,568.69

Improv. lio Grande Income
Jmprov. Kio Grande Permanent
16,949.78
Legislative Expense
1,321.56
Maintenance of Public Lands
'4,542.(13
Miners Hospital
168.11
Miners Hospital Income
123.63
Miners Hospital Permanent
4,500.84
Militia
16 28
Miscellaneous
42.721.88
Museum of N. M.
856.52
Military Institute
8,534.34
881.60
Military Institute Income
Military Institute Permanent
4,166.95
Normal School, .silver City
Normal School, Income
216.13
Normal School Permanent
2.215.11
Normal School, Las Vegas
1.86 1.47
Normal School, Income
366.17
Normal School, Permanent
2.215.17
Normal School, F.I Rito
451.69
Normal School, luccitie
38 77
Normal School, Permanent
2,592.57
Normal School F.astern Juc.
3 629 62
Normal School Hastern Pern,.
3,258 35
372.8(1
Penitentiary Income Fund
8.311.28
Penitentiary Permanent
1.254.60
Penitentiary Convicts Earn.
Penitentiary Purchase of Land
12.359.30
Penitentiary Hospital Blilg.
1.0(13.58
Penitentiary Equipment Oper Room
299 35
759.72
Penitent'ary Board
3.407.(11
Penitentiary Current Expense
86.67
Penitentiary Trans. Disch. Convutf
Penitentiary Maintenance
1.072.12
Public Hldk's. at Cap. Income
3,271.57
Public Bhlgs. at Cap. Perm.
7.806.06
Reform School
348 47
Reform School Income
351.56
Reform School Permanent
1.142.21
Rio Grande Commission
1,382.45
Rio Grande Drain. Survey
State Road Fund
262,066.39
School Building
615.27
State War
31,527.70
Salary Dist. Atty. 1st. Judicial Dist.
384.98
Salary Dist. Atty. 2nd Judicial Dist.
40.86
Salary Dist. Atty. 3rd Judicial Dist.
1996.37
Salary Dist. Atty. 4th Judicial Dist.
57813
Salary Dist. Atty. 5th Judicial Dist,
760.59
Salary Dist. Atty. 6th Judicial Dist.
312.50
Dist.
7th
Salary
Judicial Dist
Atty.
829.29
Salary Dist. Atty. 8th Judicial Dist
1,014 27
Salary Fund
124.798.50
School of Mines
9,891.24
School of Mines Income
6.294 44
School of Mines Permanent
5,382.05
Stream Guaging
San Juan County School
1,530.62
State Paving
507.73
Surveyors License
209.11
Sheep Sanitary
2,471.89
State Char Penal & Re. Inc.
1,245.78
State Char. Penal & Re. Perm
14,350.64
Series "A" Bonds, Int. & Sink
51.189(15
Series "B" Bonds, Int. & Sink.
1,608.47
Series "C" Bonds, Int. & Sink.
(ifn.'"4
S. F. & Grant Co. R. R. Income
17,41041
S. F. & Grant Co. R. R. Perm
18,224 79
414 30
Transportation of Prisoners
1'JIU
Taxes of
and Prior
668.24
6
Taxes of
11,114.1,3
Taxes of 1917
New
Mexico
I'niverfity of
L467.HN
University of New Mexico Income
of
New
Mexico Perm.
University
26,435.45
University of New Mexico Saline
Vocational Education
14.774.45
War Certificate Fund
56.572.60
Water Reservoirs Income
43.015.29
Wafer Reservoirs Perm.
3,71 1.02
U. S. Battle Shio N. M.
8,050.06
Agricultural College Extension
Proceeds of Forest Reserve-Care'
Land Act Board
State Boundary Commission
County Agric. Extension

5,675.03
4,611.11
11,000.00

26,031.00
80415
6,015.00

1,072.62
25,023.77
1,285.80

7.38
386.07
524.02
1,055.25

75,677.81
2,511.15
2,622.53

13,132,81
692.13
3,263.13

99,959.40

8.44
2,001 88
1,979.88
1,456.98
2,266.46
1,916.76

305.84

2,753.46
3,302.95

842.41
792.17
2,313.50
10,800.80
4,813.77
4. 000.00
3,184.44
2,901.91

2686
38

2,000.00
5,717.78

3,856.31
833.79

2,656.82
2,491.21

3,101.91

38
585 79

1,490.15
617.17
940.42
648.01
5.002.21
3,065 35
10,430,1

2,000.00

346.13

888

2X

2,500.00

294.80
3.67

14.41
3.5'fi.OO

5,199 51
9,500.00

1,459.65
3.65

NEW MEXICO NEWS REVIEW

2,137.14
6579.36
1,866.52
314.57
3,315.39

B. Anderson,

was necessary to establish appren- Half Million for Union
Hugh Clary was in Folsom last
ticeship systems through which the
youth could acquire rather a broad week. He is land appraiser for the
3,549.18
knowledge of his particular trade. Federal Land Bank of Wichita, Kan'
40,462.71
In the present state of highly or- sas. He informs us that the loans
1,379.24
ganized industries and large scale on farms obtained from the bank
3,700.25
production the apprenticeship system is approximately $500,000 In Union
255,158.23
has been abandoned and the brains county. His opinion of our section
are put into the machines and the of New Mexico is very optomistic
35,488.55,
21,817.23
instead of , educating He says that Union', Colfax and
management
8.00
Mora courities are the best part of
the workmen.
Every year two million, pupils are New Mexico. Who can doubt this
statement.
Des Moines Swastika.
6,328.48
leaving our schools to become wage
earners of tomorrow without any
3,075.59
76.60
vocational training and some with- Several New Residences
8800
out the general education which we
W. A, Henderson has constructed
consider necessary in this day and several new houses lately which re
5,827.76
125.24
age for the welfare of our citizens. very neat, compact and comfortable.
If the schools do not offer voca- This is a most enterprising move
15,952.02
225.00
tional training for the youth he must on Mr. Henderson's
part and one
4,555.95
accept the lower grade positions, that will give Clayton a big boost..
which offer little opportunity for ad- The question of gietting houses to
1,163.99
vancement as those who leave school live in here has been a problem and
at the age of fourteen find the doors the town has grown so rapidly that
3,678.82
140.11
of the skilled industries closed to it is hard to
keep enough rent houses
97
them.
44.348
on hand. Clayton Citizen. y
of
The
science
invention
and
(4,649.35
age
has made it necessary for related
15,082.91
Charles Parks was in Grenville last
work which no shop or industry can week purchasing lumber with which
18,525.85
1,321.56
give adequately, Those who rise toi to build an addition to his corn
57,513.70
positions of importance in the pres- - crib, as his 01 S rrnn was a larore
ent systti,. through knowledge gam- - one. Ho alsn harvester! MM noimH
ed in the industries have secured 'of heans
426.90
tnis knowledge by wastetul and ex- 2,13181
1,175.75
pensive methods to all concerned
The bean thresher was in prosIt would seem that if we are to perous valley last week,
43,829.36
threshing
make our school system more dem- the beans
raised by the girl farmocratic we should arrange to meet ers. Over 24,000 pounds were
raised
the needs of these neglected work- besides the feed stuff for their stock.
738.05
ers. The American workmen is the
3,496 76
most intelligent in the world but
Christmas extravagance is inevitwe are not giving him a fair 'chance ably followed
803.87
by New Years' reto
and
realize
discover
his
latent
2,707.66
But Christmas joy and
pentance.
powers and ability and reap from generosity have no unwelcome
h'm his best as a worker and citi754.87
zen for his own welfare and for
2,707.76
the betterment of society.
1.037.48
We have been foolish enough in the
1,866.17
710.02
past to think of our natural re
sources
as inexliaustable and have
4,85043
exported agricultural and mineral
410 03
'j raw materials from our land in grcftt
1,635.15
A part of this material
quantities.
1,880 28
having gone through the hands of
1.293.91
skilled workmen, has been return-le12.507.50
to our shores in the form of
1,003.58
manufactured
articles. More skilled
299.35
labor being used in manufacturing
84.84
.than in producing raw material has
2,880.97
had a tendency to reduce the skill
67.02
ed labor in this country.
This is a
1,527.59
dangerous practice as the standard
8,376.77
or nung win sureiy De reaucea wuni
933.43
the standard of labor.
976.73
War has shown us some weak3,140.36
nesses in our present system of
1,864.40
training workers and to meet the
1,382.45
great future demand for skilled labor
we must train our own men for the
144,07286
skilled occupations,
615.27
C. A. Prosser says : "Stored away
44,998.49
in the archives of our splendid
agri
48498
cultural
institutions is enough
290.86
scientific
to
knowledge
employ us
3,171.37
for the next hundred years in putr
1,028 03
ting it into effect. What is needed
1,385.59
now is the federal encouragement
250.00
which will get all this information
1,666.79
down into the mind and hand of the
989.27
man who actually does the farming."
66,818.58
If our commerce was entirely interstate the problem of training
335.39
these men and women for the indus3,054.53
tries, the farm and the home would
1,000.00
be one for each state to solve ac
cording to its own particular needs
507.73
but it is a problem in which the wel
224.11
fare of the nation is involved, there
371.91
fore
it should receive encourage
5,428.08
ment and financial aid from the fed1,548.45
eral government.
52.962.25
This has been well taken care of
2.363.64
thru the enactment of the Federal
47.822.94
Law which sets aside
86.990.68
a certain
sum toi
oney each year
44,071.27
ior ine various states to De used tor
8.21
vocational
educational
work.
8.27
The Government does not in any
46.16
to
a state the
to
dictate
way expect
263.12
kind of class it should establish, but,
as in all other appropriations,
re3.630.50
quires certain standards to be es13,945.64
tablished and maintained.
It is now up to the state and local
11.17983
community to take advantage of
30.714.53
this opportunity to receive federal
56.982.24
aid and
the sooner the work is
4,847.41
started the better for the individual, the community and the state.
1.77
16,937.99

10,390.77
148.20

d

'

78101

106.13
1,379.71
8R51
2,105.93
1,241.95
37
1,213.05
1,018.53

--

8,487 40
627.00
2,189.47
1,722.19

1,905.75
108.16

1.65046
984.15

7.500.00
584.79
419.20
1,000.00

5.000.00
206,872.12

5,000.00
2,765.32

76,113.27

500.00

58,937.16

600.00

'

750.00
1,800.00
950.00
1,250.00
125.00
1.337.50
600.00
3,051.63

44,966.37

500.00
500.00
500.00

1,000.00
1,000.00
1,125.00
1,000.00

50000
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
7,479.71
1,559.90
2,630 87

-

4,343.90

1,125.00

62.509.18

6,001.88

11,451.14

12.933.82
5,500.00
3.000XX)

54.87

1,585.49
50.00
4,778.94

65.00

2,67896
2,46020

4230

1,764.40

1.697.81
4.533.78

14,500.00
3,811.25
4,144 83
18,270.00

1,050.67

4,900.00 .
55,360.31

111.36

451.00
582.17
181.56

30,096 00
587.65

1,706.36

!

,046.39
8 253.06

19.321.53

50.55712

50,293.90

13,4832 4
19,501.70

5,127 55
4.063.90

5,127.53
15,383.72

32,0 000

849

151.96

151.96
1

.337.50

16.402.62
7,132.87

3,725.27
6,564.33
3.52

3,594.62
5,920.84

25,000.00
9,000.00

6,00000
8,050.00
11,946.00
68,572.15
95 00
1J55000

11,94600
6S.572.15
875.02

-

10.00

,

1,125.00
687.50
1000.00

2.90
4,00000

3,169.58

69.240,63

I

1.550.O0
13,210.00

'

Smith-Hugh-

,

Bear" In Mind

$1,452,3393

$978,977.64

BONDS BELONCING

TO

$319,296.53

PERMANENT

CHRISTMAS

780.02
10.00

13,210.00

'

319,296.53 $1,053,450.99 $1,377,866.28

FUNDS.

THOUGHTS.

"Everywhere, everywhere, Christmas
tonight,
Christmas in lands of the fir tree
and pine,
Christmas in lands of the palm tree
and vine,
s
Christmas where
stand
solemn and white,
Christmas where corn fields lie sunny and br'ght
Christmas where children are hopeful and gay,
Christmas where old men are patient
and gray,
Christmas where peace, like a dove
in his flight,
Broods o'er brave men in the thick
of the fight,
Everywhere, everywhere, Christmas
snow-peak-
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THE OUTLOOK

TOR OIL

The farmers in the portion of the
Rio Grande valley in Dona Ana coun- ty are comini? before the legislature
with a stronf demand for a herd
law with sufficient teeth in it to1
make it uncomfortable lor the live
stock owner who permits his animals
to trespass on crops.
The people of that part of the'
state estimate that they lost $40,.
000 worth of crops that way this
VMr which is nlentv to cause them
to have demands that should be

More f ipanci.-llresnonr,ihle con- cerns are bcomin! interested in o:l
than ever,
prospecting in New
before and the chances for develop- in? producers during the next year
are better than ever before.
While considerable
drilling has
been done, it is safe to say that granted.
none of the wells have been put down
It should not be a hard matter to
to the depth recommended by the frame a local
option herd law that
geologists who have examined dif- will permit each community to deferent fields in this state, all of them cide whether it wants a herd law or
having stopped because of lack of not and what portion of the
year
sufficient capital or because of drill it should be effective.
ing difficulties. This is unfortunate.
especially when we consider the fact
NOT VERY ENTHUSIASTIC
that in almost every section of the
state where drilling has been done
The
Clenrio Tribune, one of the
oil and gas have been found in small
weeklies of Quay
quantities, so that its existence here staunch democratic
can no longer be questioned it is ccounty, does not seem to be very
simply a question of finding the right sure of the ability of the new secIt says:
location, or of drilling deep enough retary of the treasury.
"Carter Class may be all right as
to tap the productive deposits.
That oil exists here has been secretary of the treasury, but it is
not sufficiently fragile to
thoroughly demonstrated already. hoped
brertk the good intentions of his
predecessor in office."
THE FARM TRACTOR
Do you know what the farm tractor has done for us during the last
year? 35,000 farm tractors, now used
in America, have enabled the farmer to produce magnificent crops in
the face of an unprecedented shortage of labor and a shortage of horsepower.
These tractors are replacing 1,509-M- 0
horses and mules .and 250,000 men
who are now in the army. They
prepare the ground for our food
crops and later cultivate and harvest
tbem. They increase the efficiency
our farm machinery.
The man who has driven one old
or two old Dobbins laboriously
am and down the furrows is in a
position to realize the virtues of the
(am tractor.

j

j

Bomh of ommon School
Int. Prem and Discount
Normal School F.astern
Normal School HI Rito
School of Mines
Normal School, Las Vegas
Normal School Silver City
Wafer Reservoirs
University of N. M.
S. F. and Grant Co. R. R. Bond
Miners Hospital
Reform School
C

Mil tary Institute
Ptih. Rldfrs. at Cap.

Insane Asylum
Agricultural College
Bond Investment

271,300.00
5,000.00
1,000.00
14,000.00

tonight

- r. r--

I

drink.
thirst. Helps digestion.
Has the refreshing taste of hops.
Bear in minrl C,TA and
for
;t at grocers', sit druggists', etc
in fact, at nil places where
i'oodciroiksare
A

pare,

riini:-:Ii-
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sold".

Forty United Profit
Sharing O lupous (2
coupons each denomination 20) are

packed in every

1,129,410.40

Eil
2i

$1,129,410.40

State Treasurer.

W E. CARROON.

Deputy State Treasurer

handi-Dobbi-

be established and new internal relations defined, unless our hearts are
tuned to the voice of international
sorrows.
The very first call that comes to
us is the plea that we avert famine.
We are of them that have read,
"If thine enemy hunger, feed him."
There is no other way to the "coals
of fire" nor any better way to evoke
the cry of penitence.
So across all
national lines comes the demand for
a pity that is Christlike and a help
hat can reach at far
Humanity.
The American Red Cross an or
ganization that is thus unbounded
hy creed or nation, that bloods like
the spirit of God over a world of
suffering, has today its one supreme
chance.
Our patriotism, our internationalism and our religion plead that the
chance may be honored. Charles L.
Thompson.

Former governor Folk of Missouri
and recently democratic nom nee for
the united States senate, says
President Wilson beat me. The re
publicans were going to let the elec
tion go by default until the Presi
dent issued his appeal. Then they
got busy and turned out every vote
they could get."
Government enterprise hi inclined
to inefficiency.
Federal ownership
partisans are enemies to liberty.
Judge Hughes Two years will be sufficient to convince any man open
to reason that political business is
a failure and a menace. Tularosa
Tribune (Dent.)
WTliam Hohenzollern should adopt
a Dutch uncle. In the first rdace it
might help his position in Holland,
and in the second place he needs
a Dutch uncle to talk to him.

H
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mm
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H. L. HALL,

ITS SUPREME CHANCE

Si

case. Exchangeable
for valuable premiums.

69,500.00
$1,129,410.40

.k

For the Christ-chil- d
who comes is
the master of all,
LEMP Manufacturers
No palace too great and no cottage
too small."
ST. LOUIS
Phillip! Brooki.
Hanry Krick, Distributor, Santa F

7.000.00
9,000.00
14,500.00
11.000.00

e,

j

15.50000
2.00000
2.000 00
8i.oro.oo
42000.00

9.500.00

Penitentiary

s.

life-lon-

O'l

2 500 00

m

Deaf and Dumb Asylum
Blind Asylum
Char. Penal and Reform

The hour of the world's regeneration has struck. The crash of guns
And now comes along a professor has died away. In the silence that
who says that the educated people follows we can hear more
clearly
of America are slacking on the job
of parenthood. He claims that among the call of Humanity. In the conthis class a family of lets than four fusion and distraction of War It was
difficult to get the pleading tones
children is
slacker family.
But they
He makes no mention of the prices of a world in trouble.
of food, of coal, of rent, of clothinar. come to us now.
of domestic service, of specialists and The stillness invites thought. In
it we begin to measure what the new
of
An era of high prices is an era world will require and what we are
of low birth rate Americans are; fitted to do. Many reconstructions
ambitious for their children.
They will be called for.. In their solemn
realize that children mutt be care-o- f and urgent demand we may be in
fully reared and sufficiently educat- - some, danger of forjjettin;; the pan
g
thetic claim of a world in sorrow.
ed, or they suffer a
But we shall not be fit to meet
cap.
in
When lower prices prevail again the call to this new world-battlthe birth rate anions? the educated which new constitutions are to be
'framed and new governments are to
classes of America will rise.
shoe-lace-

$532,200.00
29.410.40

3,60

(Continued from page one.)

at $10 at weaning time, and he had
the chance to sell too. This meant
$1880 for the pigs and be has the
sow valued at $10U. Several other
I'ig Club Members have done nearly
ps well and they are convinced
i
well as their parent! that it pays
to raise hogs.

1

5,000.00
386.07

3.184 44
833.72

21655.93
2,492.17

1911-191-

y

2,714.98

3,849.54
7,110.49
'
1,813.72
731.82
129.38
9,051.45
21.05
10,937.99
6,197 50
38,413.74

PROBLEM

State Supervisor
Industrial Education.
In the early days when our fore
fathers settled this country men
worked and learned their trades in
small industrial communities.
The,
arts and mysteries of a craft were
handed down from father to son or
from master to apprentice.
Later as these industries grew it

OF FUNDS FOR QUARTER ENDING NOVEMBER M, MIS,
Balance
Transfers Transfers
Receipts
Payment! Balance
Aug. 31, 1918
To
Nov. 30, 1918
From

FUNDS

EDITOR

OUR INDUSTRIAL
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The Important Problem
Every Fur Shipper Must Solve .

to be Successful

ft

Yosi are recdvfntf orfra lists and other l;i t,,r mm man Atn
,.
&
ciaim. n to pay the highest
etc., etc. This makes it difficult lor you to choose
Fur House and a wrontf auess mav mean dollar out ( tionr
V
'...rTZiZzl
whom
great care and caution in choosinn the Fur Hnuto
You can solve this important problem by
"Ich of
"Shubert" a Mil

pnc,

...

matinj

P",h.Jn

thirty-fiv-

e

taert"liM

years

lie their Furs always giving an honest and .liberal assortment

Fur shippers "more money
paving thehiiihest market

T"
ZZS'&f&i&Zr'0"
"rt
a complete For Market Ren. rt
W5fCrSr
t tux List issued atHpr."
every change in toe Fur Maiket.
It's FKEE-W- rlta
for it NOW.
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A.B.SHUBERTmc

House In the World
larqest Excliisivlv
In
Dealina
AMERICAN RAW FURS
"
' 0 Sf
thv.i-.;sJ"
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trial will
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All of Seetloo T. I, I. 10. 11 an annual .rental of I100.M par eorlo
eoneJnlns M0.00 acres, of which M0.M 8X. Bee
acres were selected for the Santa Fe and II, II, 14, li. It, IT. II; All of (free.) See for said leads. Lease wUl be nttvde hi
with form of oil and
Grant County Railroad Bond Fund, The tloas II, W. II, M. It. 14; T. 14. &, Jt subsuntlal oonfomlty
as lease on file In the office of the
BBM. Bee.
consist of fendnB, value 14 W.. BriNWM. NBMSWM.
Improvement

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

t;

300.00.

8V7J48EM..

Bee.

11; BEMSWM.

8E4. Sea It! NWKBEM. NH8WJ4,

of Public Lands, copy of which
on application.
At
be furnished
time of blddlns th successful bidder will
be required to pay the Commissioner of
first
Public Lands the amount of th
year's rental offered, the cost of advertising and expenses Incidental Uiereta
Possession will be given a soon a eon-traof lease Is executed by the successful bidder, which must be within thirty
days from data of bid la oder to avoid
forfeiture of right and all money paid.

BWM
See. will

Stat of New Mexico, if lb smcccisraJ
bidder doe sot execute s ceelrsrt witaus
thirty day sfter it hts bees suites 11
hist by the Stst Lead Office, ssM eaa
tract to provide that the purchaser nts)
t his option snake psyments of sot lee
of sioety-fi- v
thaa
per cent
of the purchase price si asy tints aftei
lbs sale and prior to the expiration el
thirty yesrs from the date of the esa
tract snd to provide for the paysseat ef
any unpaid bslsnce st the cxpirst'ia ei
thirty yesrs from the date of the eea
tract with isterest oa deferred psysseatt
st the rate of four per ceal per sanuao
psysble in advance oa the aaatveresry o
the date of the contract, partial seyseeatt
to be credited on the aeniveraary el Ike
date of the contract scat following the
data of tesder.

NEMNW4. Bee. 14; WA
8EUNEU, 8EU, Sea I; Lot
, SEXNW.
8KNEM. NEMNEM. BH,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Sec 7; NEMSYVyj, S'SSWU. WKSF.tf,
Sec.
NEtfSBtf.
I ; SWJiNErf. BEMNWM,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
N vVlaSWtf, BrtBEIi, Bee. t; 8148 Wid,
PUBLIC LAND SALE
10; NWU, NK8WJ4. NWMSEM. SEX BBM.
Sea 16; AU of Sea II; BBMNKtf. WH
SIERRA COUNTY
WH, BBM. Sea ITS NHNBM. BBM
NE.
NEK. BXWM. Lot t, I. Sea II; Lot I.
Commissloaer ol
Office of th
NEtfNWtf. 8WMNEM, Sea II; NySNEM.
Leads,
., WITNESS my band and the official seal
Bee. 10; Nwmnwm. sea II ; T. 14
Ssnts Fe, New
R. 15 W oontalnlns 17,111.41 acres, of of the State Land Office of the State of
The above aale of lasd will be sobjeci
to valid existing rights, essemcBls, rights
175.00.
which 20,(47.14 acres were selected for New Mexico, this twenty-thir- d
Ktlm im trhv fflvee that BUrtSaSt tO
'day of of
way and rcaervatioa.
Baa 11 NU
Ike provision, of en Act of Conirrtt,
flat Vn 19in
Banta Fe and Grant County Railroad October. 1911.
the
fiVli
of 'the
Sal No. 125S
NH. Sea It; BWV, Bond Fund. The ImprovemenU consist
'
'NE148B14. SWU8EK, BEVSWVi. Bee. Mi
Jue th. 1910.
Ths Commissioner ol Public Lands er
11 W., oontaln
FRED
B.
IT
14
;
MTJLLBR,
Bea
T.
NWK.
&,
value
and
of
fenclns,
Wells,
tanks,
NE14SWH
J his 'sgeat holding such sale reserves the
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of the State Land Office of the State nf for the
of any unpaid balance at Sec. 25; T. 18 8., R 14 W., containing 3.- - 32; T. 12 N., R. 2 W., All of Sea 16; T. acres and
and reiiul.i
payment
New Mexico, this 26th d.iy of October. the expiration of thirty year, from the fc:j.97 acres of which 6S0 acres were select- - 11 N., R. 2
Com11
the
of
Land
Sec.
N
of
T.
Stat'
the
office,
2;
lions
W., All
No bid will be accepted for lis than missioner of PuMic Larnli
118.
date of the contract with interest on defer- - ,.d for Santa Fe and Otarit Countv Hall- - n .1 w
will offer for
vminrlsln.r S 540 Bores und rl- red payment, at the rate ol four per cent rond Bond
section
J100.00
of
i xtr.iction
rental
annual
for
and
an
lease
per
the
ruining
hr
Fund. The Improvements con- slgnntod as four sections.
FRED MULLER,
p r annum payable in advance on tne anhe
pilhlic auction to
for said lands. Lease will be mad tn of oil and gas, at
Commissioner 'of Public Lands
niversary of the date of the contract, par- slst of fencing, value $575.00.
and liithest bidder at 10 o'clock A. M, on W,.l
No bid will be accepted for less than substantial confomlty with form of oilCom-State of New Mexico. tial payments to be credited on the snn sday,
March 5th. I'd", m the town o
!
in
file
of
the
office
on
the
gas
1270
next
of
Sole
No.
IHin.no
contract
of
the
the dste
per section
E'iNEV,, NEWSEU, an annual rental of
Toe iincari.
niversary
County d tjtiiiy. St.itt: ol 'is
Bint Publication, Nov. 1. 1918.
SW14SE4. Pee. 11; Wt4NV, SW14, Sec. for said lands. Lease will be made In mlssiono of Public Lands, copy of which Mexico, in fr- nt of the c.tnrt hnus tin r
following the date of tender.
on application.
At in, lite following described l.ulds,
Last Publication, Jan. 10, 191.
12; nViNWU. NWKNW14, Sec. 13; WK wilwt.intlul confomlty with form of oil and will be furnished
R- - M W.. con.
T' 18
Fe"
Rus lease. on file in the office of the Com-wi- ll time of bidding the successful bidder will
and Gran. Coun t y Railroad Bond
0
Sale No.
l..as 1. 2. S NK',
'.
600.00 acres selected for the 8an-- 1 mfKlomof Public Landn. copy of which be required to pay the Commissioner of
be subject to the sbove term, and
All
.
2: T. II N . It. .!
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
M.. W p.; S.c.
on application.
At Public Lands the amount of the first oi
conditions except that the successful hi Id' r ta Fe and Orant County Rallroad Bond will be furnished
11
K. .11
M ','SV.,
T.
S,r.
.'.,
advercost
of
the
at
rental
certified
offered,
or
cash
in
fencmust
The
Fund.
of
consist
will
exchange
year's
successful
bidder
tltno of bidding the
pay
Improvement
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
S ,
.'. All of Sic. ll,; T. 1! ft.. It. 35 fi..
oi the purchase tng vajue J150.00.
the tame of sale,
if,
It.
of tising and expenses Incidental thereto. All of S.
the Commissioner
V., All
,e required to "
1; Y. IIR. N.,
by him for the land, four
33
price offered
.
All ol Sec
LAND SALE .( Sec. Mr. T. 12
PUBLIC
or. the first I'otsesslon will be given as soon as conbile
Lands
the
Pi
,
'
l4Tl-Ey- BE..
R
11
P.success31 K.
See.
Is
T
N'F.iiSH'i.
executed
the
Sec. 14; NH-ear'- s
of
lease
tract
by
d
advr-quirtbeTe'
cost
of' tuch 'pnrcV- .-'
of
the
rentnl offered,
K
All of
of Sec. Ifi; T 11 N., U.
1
v
con- - tfslnit;
LUNA COUNTY
fe(ic. li. t.
and expenses Incidental thereto, ful bidder, which must be within thirty All
to execute a contract providing forjt5".
- c
K. .In K..
All
S. c
T.
li
N.,
In
order
avoid
to
of
bid
h
120.00
from
date
acres
selected
of
the
for
purSanta pnwesslon will be given as soon a
ihe payment of the balanre
days
.u'
talnlng
33
All
1J
.,1
In
V
It.
Section
..ml
V.
Office of the Commiasioner of Public
Bond trrlct of lease Is executed by the success-T- -l forfeiture ot rights and all moneys paid, .V,; I'. 12 X, R. 31 K., All of
price in thirty equal annual instal-- Fe and Grant County Railroad
Lands,
no
on
Thcre
12 V. K. .5
,re
Improvements
T.
2.
SliNKM.-Wmust
.V,;
be
1,
wl'Jiln
Lots
i''"'rli,VlVJTundwhch
Wrjdt.r.
lu'."'?!'.!'
Mexico.
New
thirty
Santa Fe,
,
.
hand and the official seal
WIT NESS
tract- SliSW'lt. Sec 2: All of Sec.
It,;;
days from date of bll In order to avoid of the StatemyLand Office of the State of T. 12 N., R.
annum in advance, payment, and interest
Mi E., All of Sir.
T 11 N,
Notice is hereby given thst pursuant to due on October first, of each year.
01 ngnis ana an (ninrys paiu.
xoireiiure
K
l ots 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. 32; T. 13 N,
of
d
3'.
twenty-thir1272
No.
Safe
New Mexico, this
NEKNWK. Sec 26; T.
E,
day
the provisions of an Act of Congress, spR. 37 E., comprising 7,304 K4 acres, designat20th, 1910, the laws of the
The above sale of land will be subject 18 8.. R. 14 W., containing 40.00 acres WITNESS my hand and the official seal October, 1918.
Kved ofJune
ed as eleven sections, hut no more than
New Mexico and the rules and to valid existing rights, easements, ritrhts-of-way- , The ImprovemenU consist
FRED MULLER.
of fencing, '
the State Land Office of the State of
cii:ht motions will be included in any one
the
snd reservations.
regulation, of the State Lend Office,
value 825.00.
New Mexico, this twenty-thir- d
day of Commissioner of Public Land, Bute ef lc.ir ceutract.
Commissioner of Public Lends will offer
j
New Mexico.
October, 1918.
at public ssle to the highest bidder st The Commissioner of Public L.nd. or. hi.
for hss than;
No bid will be accepted
Bale No. 1273 SWHNEH, SENW14,
B O'clock A, M.,' on Friday, January lTth, agent holding such sale reserves the right
FRED MTJLLBR,
Nov. 22, 1918.
Publication
First
r
$10(1.1)0
of
an
section
annual
rental
for.
pi
111, In the town of Dentins. County of to reject any snd all bids offered at said WHSEH, See. 86; T. 18 8.. R. 14 W.. Commissioner of Publlo Lands. BtaU of Last Publication, Jan. 31, 1919,
said
Lrase will he made in subs- LtmA, Stat of New Mexico, In front of ssle.
8WNEVi, NWU, NH8WH. SEHSWH.
New Mexico.
tantial conformity with form of oil and gas
See, 1: All of Section I: NEH.WH
SEH.
tke fxrurt bouse therein, the following:
lease on file in the office of the Com- - j
Possession under contrsct of sale for the BE 14. See.
R. 14 W., con- First Publication Nov. 1, 1111.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
tracts of land, via.:
missioncr of Public lnds, copy of which
It; T. II 8.,
above described trscts will be gives on
1111.
10,
Jan.
Publication.
Last
1401.11
15C1.1I
of
which
will be furnished on application. At time
acre,
taining
of th contract
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of bidding the successful hidder will he
No. 1231
acres were selected for th Banta Fe and
NB14NE14, Sea 11; T. signing
se-Is-eli
40.00
official
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6
seal Grant County Railroad Bond Fund. Th
mm o. R.
required to pay the Commissioner of Pub-li- e
Witness my hand sod the
W., oontalnlns
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
Lands the amount of the first year's
fin th Santa Fe and Grant County of the State Land Office of the State of ImprovemenU consist of I houses, slaughrental offered, the cost of adsertising ami
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thl
October.
Mth
New
Mexico,
day
Kail road Bond Fund. The ImprovemenU
ter house, out houses, I walla, windmill,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
SAN JUAN COUNTY
incidental thereto. Possession v. itl
expenses
1118.
susisHt of house, well, windmill, eorrala,
be given as soon as contract of lease is
ga engine, fencing, tank, value
Public executed by the successful hidder, which
of the Commisaioner of
Office
tank and fenclns. vain 11.400.00.
OF
PUBLIC
AND
LEASE
OIL
OAS
FRED 1.TULLER.
Lands.
must be within thirty days Irom date of
LAND8
Seats Ft, New Mexico.
bid in order to avoid forfeiture of rights
Sea II; All of
Sate No. 1232
EKE,
AH of See.
Cossatiasioaer of Public Land
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BEX.
and all moneys paid.
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hereby
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Witness my hand anil the official seal
Congress
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Commissioner of Publlo
f fenclns, vain 1150.00.
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New
New
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reguMexico,
Mexico, this fourteenth day of Detate
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f
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ate ire. list
I
lation of the State Land Office, the Com cember, 1918.
NVi. SWW, SW54SEH. Sec. 17; SEj. See. IB:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
FRED MULLER,
T. U a. R. 10 W., EliEli. Sea H; T. SI
missioaer of Public Lands will offer at
WH
8Wi(
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SWKNEK.
Commistioner of Public Lands,
ssle to the highest bidder st 9
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
fa. R. 11 W.. containing 11104 acre
Notice Is hereby given that pursuant public
SEM. Sec 20; All of Sec 23;; Lot 1
A. M., on Wednesday, February
of New Mexico.
State
o'clock
for the Santa F and Grant County
t. WHNEM. WH, Bee. 24; Lot I NWM. to th provisions of an Act of Cong
NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION
5th, 1919, in the town of Aztet, County of First Publication December 20, 1118.
ssallroad Bond Fund. There are mo lm-NKSWtf. 8WM8WH, NWMBEM. See. SI approved June 20th, 1110. th taw of th San Juan, State of New Mexico, in front Last Publication February 28, 1919.
i this tract
All of See. 24: KM. EHW14. See. 27: SH'Sfate of New Mexico, and rule and regu- - of the court house therein, the following
PUBLIC LAND SALE
of th State Land Office, th described tract of land, via:
NEH. EKNWkt, NWMNWH. NHSEM. Bea. latlon
Bste No. 1234.
NWU, 8M. ; T. H a.
COUNTY
GRANT
21; All of Bee. tt; EHEH. NWMNWM. Commissioner of Publlo Land will offer Sale No. U1T
SHNEM. Sec. 7, T., 30
B. W., oontalnlns 1II.TI aero. Th
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8EMNWH, EHWH. Bee. 13; All of See,! for lease for th mining for, and extractW., containing 80.00 acres. The MTIE
& MTU
EDWARDS
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ALIAS SUMMON- S- DISTRICT COURT
State of New Mexico,
)
)
County of Santa Fe,
ANN RUSSELL BURNS, -

BURNS,
Defendant
In the District Court of the First Judicial
District of New Mexico for the County of
Santa Fe.
The said defendant Richard J. Burns. I.
hereby notified that a complaint has beta
filed againat him in the District Court for
the County of Santa Fe, State aforesaid,
that being the Court in which said ease
i. pending, by said plaintiff Ann Russell
Burns, the general object of said action
being to obtain decree of divorce s will
t
more fully appear by reference to the
filed in said cause. And that unlets
you enter your sppearance in said csuse on
or before Ihe Fifth day of February, 1919,
judgment will be rendered against you In
said caute by default.
Plaistiff'a attorney
e
is C. C. Catron, whose
addiet
is Sams Fe, N. M.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set
my hand and Seal of said
Court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, thia 9th day of Decem.

ber. A. D.

(SEAL)
Last

1S18.

C de

T.

Firtt Putlication

Dec.

13,

Puhhcation Jan. 3,

Baca,

County Clerk.

1918.
1919.

OF LAND SALE.

NOTICE

Coder and by virtue of an Order of Court,
had and obtained in Cause No. 9075, in the
District Court of the First Judicial IJis-triof the State of New Mexico, sitting
In and for the County of Santa Fe, on
Ileccmbcr 14th, l'dH, I as Adminittrator
oi the KbtaU- of 1'olley P. Smith, deceased,
will offer for salt- and sell to the highest
hiddcr for cash, subject to the approval of
the Court, at the fn.tit dor.i- ol the Court
Jl"Use, in the City of Santa i'e, State of
Nla- Mexico, on Tuesday the
1st day of
.lat.iiary, l'19, at the li.ur oi 10 in the
des
tor, noon of said day, tin following
t
ir.u.d re.il property,
the South
Last quarter of Stcti'.n
tic. Township,
el, veil,
Range seven, Kat. I'nCi.niiiij In;
I. .nil
ai res, more or less.
S.,;
is situate
in the County ui Smln I e. N, w Mexico,
and is located near Ifyet
I'ostoffice in
said county.
Said sale is heing made for
'he-- purpose of closing up the
alfairj ot
.id Kstate.
I'EKRY

1.

Admiois: r i!

W. N'lnmut,
Attorney for Plaintiff Admitii1 rator,
S.,nta Fe, N. M.
Firtt I'uhlication Dec. 20. 1' 1.
I.nsi I'tihlicatiou Jan. 10,
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PERSONAL
MARRY IF SINGLE for sure marriage bes'
largest in the Country estahlished 13 year.
Hu!!"iahle
Thousands
members
Wealthy
Wislmiir Katly mama,'-- , hoth sex. Strictly
Confidential lib! Irce. The Old Reliahle Chili
7iJ Madison, Oakland, Calif -- Nn. M 2'l.
YOUR l'CTl'RE
FORETOLD:
Send dime,
age, birthdate for truthful; reliable,
trial reading.
Jlazcl ti.tuse. P O.
box, 1408. Los Angeles, Cal. No.
MAURY Thousands lonely, congenial mem
bcrs, worth 5H,(Ju0 UPl wa 11 marry. DescriptionsCal.-- FREE. Ralph Hyde, San Fraa
Cisco,

n

No.

IF LONELY; for result try rat:
he.t snd most successful "Home Maker";
hundreda rich with marriage toon; strictly confidential; molt reliable; year, of ex
perience; delcriptiont free. "The Succe.t
ful Club", Mrs. Purdie, Bos S56, Oakland.
MARRY

Calif.-N- o.

AND MAIDEN worth over (50.000
anxious to marry honorable
gentlemen
Write, Mr.. Warn. 2:W, Temple, Los
Angeles, C:ilil. No. 222.
WIDOW

LONELY WIDOW worth 130,000 would marry,
llox 5S4.SC, Mrtscnger, Lot Angelet, Cal.-- No.
222.
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of Webster's
New International
are in use by business men, engineers, bankers,
architects, physicians,
judges,
farmers, teachers, librarians, clergymen, by successful men and
DICTIONARIES

women the world over.
Are Yon Equipped to Win?
The New International provide
the means to success. It is an
teacher, a universal question answerer.
If you sock efficiency and
t why not make daily
use of this vast fund of inform-

ation?
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know Ms Christian name, nor where host's infirmity, all won the old man's
The weakling smiled ucross ttu
he lodged. But be knew the corps he heart
table at the wife with the soft eyes.
These Americans downstairs were "How about it, mother?" ho asked,
belonged to, by his email gray cap
with a red band.
not all bad, then. They were too rich "Shall the firm of 'Bobby and I' offer
He was very nervous when be mode of course. No one should have meat him a job?"
this final effort. Corps houses were three times a day, as the meat seller
"I would like it very much," said the
curious places, he bad beard, and full reported they did. And they were pay Weakling's wife, dropping her eyes to
of secrets. Even the great professors Ing double rent for the apartment be hide the pride In them.
from the university might not enter low. But that, of course, they could
"Suppose," said the weakling, "that
By
without Invitation. And his experience not avoid, not knowing the real charge, you run up after dinner, Bob, and
rehad been that students paid amall
The boy was frankly delighted. And bring him down. Now ait still, young
spect to uniforms or to age. In truth, when old Adelbert brought forth from man, and finish. There's no such hurry
he passed the building twice before his basket a sausage and, boiling it as that"
OgyyrisfeWnMf, by the Rldf-vAUBIfhls
Ooapao
Oopyrlfhl, OTT. by aUriHulisils
he could summon courage to touch the lightly, served him a slice between two
And in this fashion did old Adelbert
great brass knocker. And the arro- pieces of bread, an odd friendship become ticket chopper of the American
gance of its clamor, when at last he was begun that was to have unfore- Scenic Railway.
And In this fashion, too, commenced
rapped, startled him again. But here seen consequences. They had broken
He sent It, unfolded. In a large flat at
least he need not have feared.
bread together.
that odd friendship between him and
which
also
had
he
learned
HEAVY STRAIN ON HIGHWAYS
envelope,
OLD ADELBERT OF THE OPERA LOSES HIS JOB, AN EVENT
The student who was also doorGradually, over the meal, and the the American lad that was to hare
was the correct thing with kings, who
eyed him kindly. "Well, com- pigeons, and what not, old Adelbert so vital an effect on the very life It
keeper
for some reason or other do not like rade?" he said.
WHICH STARTS A CHAIN OF CIRCUMSTANCES.
Roada That 8tand Traffic in Normal
unburdened hla heart. He told of his self of the Crown Prince Ferdinand
folded communications.
Then be
Tlmee Now Called Upon to With"I am seeking a student named years at the operu, where he bud kept William Otto of Livonia.
waited. He considered that a few
stand Motortrucks.
Late that evening, old Adelbert'
Haeckel, of this corps," said old Adel his glasses clean and listened to the
hours
should
a
return.
bring
Synopsis The crown prince of Livonia, Ferdinand William Otto,
bert stoutly.
music until he knew by heart even the problem having been solved, Pepy the
No
No
answer
came.
answer ever
ion years old, tuken to the opera by his aunt, tires of tlie singing and
Haeckel?"
the doorkeeper. most difficult passages. He told of the maid and Bobby had a long talk. Pepy (Prepared by the United 6'ates Departcame. For the king was III, and secre "I think comerepeatedcomrade.
ment of Agriculture.)
Klips awuy to the purk, where he makes the acquaintance of Bobby
I will crown prince, who always wished sat in a low chair by the tiled stove
in,
taries carefully sifted the royal mall Inquire."
Apparently the point has been
Thorpe, a little American boy. Returning to the palace at night, he
opera glasses, not because he needed In the kitchen, and knitted a stocking
That night in the concierge's bu
reached where the deniuuds of traffic
tlnds everything In an uproar as a result of the search which has been
For the name of Haeckel was, just them, but because he liked to turn with a very large foot
reuu, he was treated to many inci then, one curiously significant
made for him. The same night the chancellor calls to consult the
them wrong end before, and thus make
"What I wnnt to know is this," said have exceeded the strength of the
dents, all alike. The government took,
boy's grandfather, the old kins, who Is very III. The chancellor
He disappeared, and old Adelbert the audience appear at a great dis Bobby, swinging his legs on the table ; average road to meet them. Highbut gave nothing.
As well expect waited.
the
ways designed to withstand
that to preserve the kingdom, the friendship of the neighboring
tance. And then he told of the loss
When the doorkeeper
What are the terrorists?"
blood out of a stone. Instances were
pounding of ordinary loads, that have
kingdom of Kn'rnla be se ured by giving the I'rlncess lledwlg In marIt was to tell him to follow of his position.
turned,
and
her
Pepy
dropped
knitting,
given, henrtlessness piled on heart- - him, and to lead the way downstairs,
riage to King Karl of that country. Countess Loschek,
The American lud listened politely, stared with open mouth. "What know stood up under Imposts they were In
tended to sustain, no longer appear
leanness, one sordid atory on anto I'rincess Annunclatn, Hcdwlg's mother, Is In love with King Karl
Two or three students came toward but his mind was on the crown prince. you of such things?" she demanded.
other.
to be adequate to meet the preseand plots to prevent his marriage to liedwig. lledwlg, who loves
him at once.
"You are seeking "Does he wear a crown?" he deWell, terrorists killed the crown
And as he listened there died in old Haeckel?" one of them asked.
ntly conditions.
Congestion on our
Nikky Larisch, Otto's aid de camp, Is dismayed when told of the plans
manded. "I suw him once In a car- prince's fnther, and "
Adelberfs soul his flaming love for his
for her marriage. Countess l.oschek sends a secret message to King
"I am. I knew him, but not well. riage, but I think he hnd a hat. When
from her railways, possibly more acute in some
Quite
Pepy
suddenly
leaped
sections than In others, has put upon
Karl. The messenger Is attacked by agents of the terrorists and a
sovereign nnd his belief in'hlra. 'His Lately, however, I have thought is be will he be a king?"
chair, and covered Bobby's mouth with
eyes took on a hard and haunted look. here?"
dummy letter substituted. Captain I.uriscli, unaware of the substitu"When the old king dies. He Is her hand.
"Hush!" she said, and our roads a transportation burden nev
That night he walked past the palace
tion, holds up Karl's chauiTeur and secures the envelope. The cuptnln
The students exchanged glances, very old now. I was in a hospital stared about her with frightened eyes. er expected and consequently not pro
and shook his fist at it. He wus "He is not here," one suid. "Where once, after a battle. And he came in.
Impersonates Karl's chauffeur and exchanges the sheet within the
Then, In a whisper: "They are every- vided for by the engineers who designenvelope for some cigarette papers. On delivering the envelope to
greutly ashamed of that, however, and did you know him?"
He put his hand on my shoulder, like where. No one knows who they are, ed the highway systems of the states.
never repeated It. But his soul was
Karl, IiHrlscli Ik made prisoner when the deception Is discovered,
"He came frequently to a shop
this" he lllustruted it on the child's nor where they meet. I myself," she Roads have been designed with the
now an open sore, ready for Infec- know of a cobbler's
Mettllch, chancellor of Livonia, goes to Karnla and arranges with
went on impressively, "crossing the same care as given to other structures
shop, a neighbor small one "nnd said " Considerto
Karl
Karl for his marriage
tion.
lledwlg.
thereupon releases Captain
hood meeting place. A fine lad,
ing that old Adelbert no longer loved place one night late, after spending and with the same regard for the purI. arisen.
And Black Humbert bided his time. liked him. But
recently he has not his king, It is strange to record that the evening with a friend, saw a line poses for which they were constructed
On the day of the excursion to the come, and
of cats moving In the shadows. One and the burdens they were called upon
knowing his corps, I came bis voice broke.
fortress old Adelbert decided to appeal here to find him."
"Will he die soon?" Bobby put In. of them stopped and looked at me." to bear. Widespread failure Is dem
to her, as he climbed. "I'm afraid I've to his fellow
CHAPTER VIII Continued.
Herman Spier.
They had hoped to learn something He found kings as much of a novelty Pepy crossed herself. "It had a face onstrative of the fact that roads can
broken your bag. Something clicked, Now and then, lodger,
when he was affluent from him, and he knew nothing. "He as to Prince Ferdinand William
not carry unlimited loading. Their caOtto like the Fraulein In there."
The quay receded, red carpet and nit. and the watch Is gone. It Is not on he had paid small tribute to Herman
is limited. If it is exceeded
has disappeared," they told him. "He they were the usual thing.
pacity
Interest
with
stared
Bobby
through
the
followed
band
of
the
the
blare
ground."
Only
by means of the camp cookery on Is not at his lodging, and he has left
look habitually und constantly, then they
Who
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the
he
when
But
dies,
governess
doorway.
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was
of
well
countess
for
the
the
the
that
and
with
'them,
persistence
which he prided himself.
his classes. He went away suddenly, the city will learn at once. The great like a cat.
"Maybe she's one of cannot survive.
sound over water, followed them for colonel was talking to Hedwlg. Well
"A soldier's mess!" he would say,
is all we bell of the cathedral, which never them," be reflected aloud.
The products of our farms nnd of
That
leaving
everything.
for
officers
other
too,
the
that
her,
and bring in a bowl of soup, or a slice
jtfome time.
The
rings save at such times, will toll.
"Oh, for God's sake, hush!" cried our factories must be moved.
It was Hedwlg who showed the most were standing behind with their eyes of deer meat, broiled over hot coals know."
It sounded sinister. Old Adelbert They say It is a sound never to be Pepy, and fell to knitting rapidly. Nor wants of our urban dwellers must be
The
.depression on the trip, after nlU Early worshipfully on the princess.
heavy hearted, turned away and forgotten.
I, of course, have never could Bobby elicit anything further met. But the needs of our country in'that morning she hud attended mass countess turned gray white.
climbed again to the street. That gate heard it. When it tolls, all In the city from her. But that night, in his sleep, volved in this great conflict are para"Don't worry, highness," she said,
lo the royal chapel. All the household
way was closed, too. And he felt
will fall on their knees and pray. It he saw a crown prince, dressed In mount to the needs of single communi
'had been there, and the king had been with stiff lips. "The watch falls buck
pang of uneasiness. What could have Is the custom."
ties, and thus when avalanches of
velvet and ermine, being surrounded
wheeled In, and had sat In his box, sometimes. I must have it repaired;
happened to the boy? Was the world,
and attacked by an army of cats, and freight destined to fill the greater neBobby, reared to strict Presbyterian
But long after the tour of the ram
'high In the wull, the door of which
after all, only a place of trouble?
ism and accustomed to kneeling but went, shivering, to crawl into his cessity made imperative the partial
inpened from his prlvnte suite.
parts was over, after ammunition
But now came good fortune, and, once a day, and that at night beside mother's bed.
closing of our vast system of rail translooking up, Hedwlg had seen his rooms hnd been visited, with their long
like evil, It came not singly. The his bed, In the strict privacy of his
portation to the smaller, the relief apgray old face set and rigid. The court lines of waiting shells, after the
operation was over, and his daughter own apartment, looked rather startled.
CHAPTER X.
peared to he In the motortruck and the
Iliad worn bllick, and the chapel wus switchboard which controlled the river
on the mend. The fee was paid also,
What will they pray for?" he said.
highway. Single light units expanded
Idraped In crepe. She had fallen on ndnes had been inspected and ex
And the second followed on the heels
And old Adelbert, with a new bitter
The Committee of Ten.
her knees and had tried dutifully to plained, she was still trembling.
of
the
first
On the evening of the annual day ot
ness, replied that the sons of kings
I'rinco Ferdinand
William Otto,
pray for the dead Hubert. But her
He did not llke Americans.
Too needed much prayer. Sometimes they mourning, the party returned from the
whole soul was crying out for help for looking at the bag later on, 6aw the
In
better
had
he
heard
the
often,
days,
were hard and did cruel things.
fortress. The archduchess slept. The
watch in place, and drew a long breath
herself.
merits of the American republic com"And then the crown prince will be crown prince talked, mostly to HedSo now she sat very quiet, and won- - of relief.
the
with
of
bis
pared
shortcomings
Idered about things,
king," Bobby reflected. "If I were a wlg, and even she said little. After
own government. When, ns happened
CHAPTER IX.
Prince Ferdinand William Otto sat
king, I'd make people stand around. a time the silence affected the boy's
now and then, he met the American But
has the crown prince only a grand- high spirits. He leaned back In his
Iby the roll and watched the green
family on the staircase, he drew father, and no father?"
Ibanks flying by.
chair on the deck of the launch, and
Old Adelbert.
no
aside
touch of repub
that
shurply
'He died the boy's father. He was watched the flying landscape.
Old Adelbert of the opera had lost
When no one was looklup, he broke
' It was almost dark when the launch
licanism might contaminate his uni murdered, and the
No longer, a sausage in
la llower from the bouquet and Hung It his position.
princess his mother
form.
arrived at the quay. The red carpet
also."
(overboard. He pretended that It was a his pocket for refreshment, did he
On that day,
however, things
Bobby's eyes opened wide. "Who was still there, and unother crowd,
(boat, and was going down to Karnia, leave his little room daily for the
changed.
did it?"
Had Prince Ferdinand William Otto
Ifllled with soldiers ready to fight.
opera. A young man, who made ogling
First of all, be met the American
said old Adelbert. And been less taken up with finding one of
"Terrorists,"
and
But the thought of soldiers brought eyes at Olga, of the garde-robe- ,
lad In the hallway, and was pleased would not be
persuaded to say more. his kid gloves, which he hud lost, he Motortruck With Load of Farm
Nlkky to his mind. His face clouded. who was not careful to keep the lenses
to see him doff his bit of a cap. Not
Produce.
That night at dinner Bobby Thorpe would have noticed that there was a
"It's very strange about Nikky," he clean, had taken Ills place.
many, nowadays, uncovered a head to delivered himself of
a speech. scuffle going on at the very edge of
He was hurt in his soldier's soul
quite
said. "He Is away somewhere. I wish
him. The American lad was going He sat at the
There was no longer a place in the
table, nnd now and then, the red carpet and that the beggar of Into great fleets, then grew Into heav
he bud sent word he was going."
Cown ; Adelbert was climbing, one step when
the
governess looked the morning was being led away, be- ler units that, In turn, developed Into
kingdom for those who had fought for
liedwig looked out over the river.
at a time, and carrying a small basket at her
veFrom
he slipped a bit of food tween two policemen, while a third, long trains.
plate,
The archduchess glanced at Miss It. The cry wus for the young. And
af provisions.
to his dog, which waited beside him. running up the river bank, gingerly hicles with concentrated loads of probhours a
IRralthwalte. "There Is no news?" ehe even in the first twenty-fou- r
The American toy, having passed,
"There's n very nice old man up deposited a small round object in the ably three tons at most traveling at
tanked, in an undertone.
subtle change went on In him. His
turned, hesitated, went back. "I'd stairs," he said. "He has a fine sword, water, and stood back. It was
on
which
his
he
built
hud
Raid
merely the rate of four miles an hour, sprung
Miss
Bralthwalte.
loyalty,
"None,"
like to carry that for you, if you don't and
ring doves, and a wooden leg. one of the small Incidents of a royal almost overnight the heavy motortruck
A sudden suspicion rose In Hedwlg's creed of life, turned to bitterness.
mind."
And he used to rent opera glasses to outing, and wus never published in with a concentrated load of from eight
The first day of his Idleness he wan
Am Seeking a Student Named
(mind, and made her turn pale. What
"Carry it?"
the crown prince, only he turned them the papers.
But Father Gregory, to 12 tons, thundering along at a
nt they Imd sent him away? Perhaps dered Into the back room of the cob
Haeckel."
"I am very strong," said the Ameri around. I'm
going to try that with whose old eyes were far sighted, had speed of 20 miles an hour. The result?
jfhey feared him enough for that
If bler's shop near by, where the butler
can boy stoutly.
ours, mother. We' had sausage to seen it all. His hand the hand of the The worn and broken threads that bind
Itliat were true, she would never know. seller from the corner, the maker of in his tiny stove. "Eat It, man. These
So Adelbert gave up his basket, and
und be has lost his position, church was on the shoulder of the our communities together. The soluShe knew the ways of the palace well artificial flowers for gruves, and the restaurants know nothing of food."
the two went up. Four long flights gether,
crown prince as they landed.
tion? That is the problem that conHerman could not help him. But of stone stairs led to Adelberfs room.
'enough for that. In a sort of terror cobbler himself were gathered, and Us- The boy looked around for the little fronts the men who will be called upAbe glanced around the group, so com
toned without protest to such talk as he eyed the old soldier appralsingly, The uscent took time and
patience.
g
demands
girl of the bouquet. He took an im- on to meet the
Ifortubly disposed. Her mother wus would have roused him once to white He guessed shrewdly the growing un
At the door Adelbert paused. Then,
mense Interest In little girls, partly upon our highways and to devise regeasiness behind Adelbe-t'- s brave front loneliness
looking out, with her cool, impassive anger.
overcoming
prejudice,
because he seldom saw any. But aha ulations fair to those who pay for their
But the iron had not yet gone very If now one could enlist such a man "Come in," he said.
pare. Miss Bralthwalte knitted. The
construction and to those who pay for
was gone.
irountess, however, met her eyes, nnd deep, und oue thing he would not per- for the cause, that would be worth
The bare little room appealed to the
When the motor which had taken their use.
jrhcre was something strange In them
mit. It was when, in the conversation, doing. Among the veterans the old boy. "It's very nice, isn't it?" he
them from the quay reached the paltriumph and a hit of terror, too, had one of them attacked the king. Then man was influential, and by this new said. "There's nothing to fall over."
Ishe but read them. For the countess indeed he was roused to
ace, Hedwlg roused the archduchess,
HAVE ROADS IN GOOD ORDER
'And but little to sit on," old Adel
fury.
policy of substituting fresh blood for
whose head had dropped forward on
Once upon a time a student named stale, the government had made many bert added dryly. "However, two peojhad put in her plea for a holiday and
her chest. "Here we are, mother," she
Imd been refused.
Haeckel had occasionally backed him enemies among them.
ple require but two chairs. Here is
Those Needing Surfacing Will 8oon
said. "You have had a nice sleep."
The new fortress faced the high road up in bis defense of the royal family.
The old man's bitterness had been one."
Pay for Themselves In Improved
borfive
But
from
the
Karnlnn
miles
Annunciate
muttered
or
jsome
Hut for some reason
other Haeckel Increased by two things. First, alsomething
But the boy would not sit down.
Marketing Conditions.
about being glad the wretched day was
der. It stood on a bluff over the river, came no more, and old Adelbert missed though he had been dismissed without He ranged the room,
frankly curious,
Inud was, as the crown prince decided, him.
over, and every one save Prince FerdiHe had inquired fur him fre notice, in the middle of the week, he exclaimed at the pair of ring doves
It costs something to put roads In
nand William Otto seemed glad to get
loot so unlike the desk, after all, ex quently.
had been paid only up to the hour of who lived in a box tied to the window
back. The boy was depressed. ' He order, to surface those that need sur"Where Is the boy Haeckel?" he had leaving. That was a grievance. Sec- sill, and asked for crumbs for them.
cept thut It had a moat around it
facing, but they will pay for themfelt somehow, that they should have selves
liedwig nnd the countess went with asked one duy. "I have not seen him ond, being slow on his feet one of Adelbert brought bread from his small
In Increased land values and
enjoyed It and that, having merely
the party around the fortifications. lately."
the royal motor cars had almost run store.
endured It, they had failed him again. improved marketing conditions. The
The archduchess and Iks Rrnlthwaite
No one bad replied. But a sort of him down, and the police bad cursed
The boy cheered him. His Interest
The countess, having left her royal bad road's cost Is never settled. It
iud sought a fire. Only the countess, grim silence settled over the little him roundly for being In the way.
In the old saber, the Intentness with
Is like a shoddy piece of goods bought
mistress
seemed really interested. room. Old Adelbert, however, wus not
in the hands of her maids,
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to
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on the same plan of payment
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a
terrible
jnnd stared out at. it, looking very sad. not to return.
day. Only
They had not been
On a deal of this kind we never catch
Y.von the drill when at a word all the
second had separated that gaping lens
unfriendly, but he had seen at once
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il- llonger old Adelbert of the opera. He
had she felt so near to death. Even SURFACE ALONE APPRECIATED
'hopped backed again as if they hnd was an old man only, and out of work, Mrs. E. M.
Ward In Her Reminiscences "Tell me, my dear, 'do you know who
now
scon enough even this failed to rouse
Ler.
its cold breath chilled
He spent hours that first free after
I am?"
Relates First Opportunity to Gain
I'cr.
However, that was over, well over, Public Rarely Notices Drainage and
noon repairing his frayed linen and
"You
are
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I
His
Moore,"
Tommy
Acquaintance.
She had done well, too. A dozen pic
"I wish yon would listen, liedwig," bis shabby uniform, with his wooden
Hidden Features That Tend to
with a laugh; "little Tommy Moore,"
aiil the crown prince, almost fretfully.
tures of the fortress, of its guns, of
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look
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poet,
even Its mine chart as it hung on a
"It's no Interesting. The enemy's sol- pipe clutched firmly in his teeth.
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my
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face,
kind.
lovable
and
grew suddenly
character,
diers would come up the river in boats, Then, freshly shaved and brushed, he
wall, were in the bag. Its secrets, so
The
and said with great decorum. "If I Were a King I'd Make People securely
appreciates only repairs
ad along that road on foot. And then started on a painful search after work. declares Mrs. E. M. Moore in her grave,
held, were hers, and would to the public
Stand
Around."
Mr.
Moore."
surface and rarely notices the
never
was
we would raise the guns and shoot at With no result. And, indeed, he was "Reminiscences," that he
be Karl's.
The sudden change In my manner and he's never been on
and bidden features that conthe scenic
them. And the guns would drop back hopeless before be began. He was old known to speak harshly about anyone.
It waa a cunningly devised scheme. drainage
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ing, at the time when her father was etly: "Try again, girlie; try again I' for him. He would like riding, I'm ance, had been made. One, which she ber hauled In wet weather will undo
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had even the courage to apply for.
the work of weeks of faithful work on
the poet's portrait and when Upon which I cried out with great sure, because walking must be pretty carried
painting
was
But Hedwlg's interest was so
what It appeared to
daily,
True, he had his small pension, bat
glee:
bard. And what I want to know is be. The other contained a camera, the part of the repair man.
assumed that he turned to the it came only twice a year, and was she was a very small girl.
"Little Tommy Moore I Little Tom this: Why can't you give him a Job,
Mr. Moore lived some distance from
.ountess. The countess professed sent, intact to take care of an Invalid
tiny but accurate, with a fine lens.
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tmck Ferdinand William Otto at last
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shutter snapped. The pictures when agreement
it And he had saved a trifle, by liv- as far as our house. That was very ship that had come within an ace of with
"He doesnt need legs to chop enlarged bad proved themselves per the road In front of hla farm. This
coaxed her to the top of the emplace ing on air, as the concierge declared. disappointing to me, for my parents dissolution was forthwith permanently
would maintain the road till the regurenewed.
tickets with."
fect.
ment
But misfortunes come In threes, like frequent allusion to the poet had In
lar hands could be called out at stated
The governess listened. She did not
ahe dismissed her Intervals or till the commissioner could
"There's a fine view up there," he fires and other calamities. The after creased my anxiety to see him. But
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at last the
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like Americans. Barbarians they were. maid and locked the doors. Then she
opportunity
urged. "And the guns won't hurt yon. noon of that very day brought a let came. One
make the necessary repairs.
day, when I was playing
Scientists have found the way to and these were of the middle class, opened the sliding panel, and unfasThere's nothing In them."
ter, saying that the daughter was In the
square, I suddenly saw the make the sun shine, as it were, upon being In trade. For a scenic railway tened the safe. The roll of film was
;
To get up it was necessary to climb worse and must have an operation.
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of little men In the queerest agriculture. They charge the soil with Is trade, naturally. Except that they In
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many pairs of white gloves, although registered mail the surgeon's fee.
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visit and I rushed Indoors Is no deception about the results of said Bobby's mother softly. She was sang a little, a bit of a ballad from her some
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native mountains.
peally needed no assistance whatever. hours.
course I was ridiculed. Since I an achievement of vast Importance in and childlike, and It was a sort of re
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till singing, ahe carried the Jewel
"Ton go up," said the crown prince
That 'evening In his extremity be did had never seen the
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poet bow did I these days of war when the production ligion of the family to keep them full case to her table, and sat down be
It Is hard to estimate the value of
eftferty, turning to the countess. Til a reckless thing. He wrote a letter to know It was he? Besides, he was and conservation
of
food
are
of
so
tre
happiness.
fore It Then ahe put a hand to her a good brood sow. Take a pure-brefield yew bag, so yon can climb."
the king. He spent hours over It first much too decrepit to walk so far. It
This also the governess could not throat.
mendously vital.
sow that produces two litters of pigs
He caught her handbag from her, composing It In pencil and then copy- was
I
Then the
understand.
absurd,
preposterous
conbeen
hare
that
In
experiments
The lock had been forced.
a year and at the present prices for
uid Instantly something snapped in It ing it with Ink borrowed from the front doorbell rang. Moore was anold
'So
soldier
out
la
the
of
the
of
under
the
ducted
work,"
Engauspices
The comites was climbing up the lad- concierge. It began "Sire," as be had nounced, and It was my turn to laugh.
breeding stock nnd pork yon can readlish government young strawberry mused the head of the family. Head,
der. Bather Hnmayed. Prince Ferdi- learned was the form, and went on to
ily see the value Of such an animal.
can see htm now as he appeared
I
I
Loechsk
Is
the
Countess
When
have
said
summoned
Increased
are
governess
to
la thought
they
nand Wllllara Otto Kumrtd the bag. remind his majesty, first, of the hos- to me then, a stout little man dressed plants
'
him
wound
I
about
even
their
before
80
Committee
and
the
cent
ta
old
She
fingers
per
appear
No Eggs During Molt
Something had broken, he feared. And pital Incident which, having een for- In a tall coat with a high collar. He yield by
are reported to have given SO liked men of sterner stuff. la her
af Ten, leaders of the terrorists,
As soon as the hen begins to molt
In another moment be saw what It ty years ago, might have alipped the had a fascinatingly clever and shrewd plants
men
mountain
Potatoes
more
eascan
the
confronted
Is
cent
as
did
she
with
a
country
where
fruit
they
she usually stops laying. This is more
was. The little watch which was set royal memory. Then came the facts ly kin t face, the face that cheers men's per be
persuaded, scientists claim. Into wished, and sometimes beat their
terrifying demand. The neat
ily
In one aide of It had alipped away,
bis lost position, his daughter, the lives and frightens no one.
particularly true In Leghorns and othof
wives
a
their
of
Installment tells
this startling
authorby way
showing
the belief that charge of electricity
er light breeds than la the heavier
leaving a round black bole. His heart handicap of his wooden leg. It ended
Before he was In the house many Is genuine sunshine, as a result eC Ity. Under mm circumstances, she
felt,
with a plea for reinstatement or, fall- minutes he had me seated on his knee.
beat a trifle faster.
breeds, which will continue to molt
which they forthwith grow prodlgl- - would this young man erar heat his
and lay to soma extent
Tm awfolly wonted," be called ay ing that, for any sort of work.
"What Is my namel" he Inquired.
was
a
wife. He
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Lon g Live the King
MARY ROBERTS RINEHART
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The Future of
the Hun
By E. E. HARRIMAN
Tin Vlgttanltt
There roust be a future for the 0 Trlie cannot stop iinij resolve into
a mere memory. It Ih out of the question for the civilized nations to
bint. For their own nukes they
cannot be us savage us he planned to
be. However many were killed In this
war, there .will still be many millions
left to propagate.
Whnt manner of future awaits those
millions? What will they dot What
will be their status la the world?
How will they prosper?
Already many thinking people are
considering the matter of German
trade, German Industry, Ceriuun debt
paying. The nation itself Is milking
active preparations for the
campaign.
With this war ended Germany will
find herself handicapped with a double
load : the debts she has Incurred
through the financing of the war, and
the rehabilitation of devastated countries. In order to pay either bill she
must be able to manufacture and sell.
She must have markets .and supply
them.
In order to secure markets she must
first establish confidence In her wares
and in her business methods.
She
must gain a certain, and very decided,
amount of friendly regsrd or the rival
salesmen, the rival manufacturer, will
hold too great un advantage. She can
only hope to be a scavenger otherwise,
for the other nations will leave her
only that which they do not wish to
handle.
All Nations on Guard.
How Is she going to acquire the necessary standing, the confidence of buying nations, to give her these markets?
Once she would have sent her
sands of emigrants to colonize, with
rigid Instructions to demand German
goods and thereby create a condition
that "would force importations. That
day la past, for in all such eases Germany's colonial Idea carried with it the
control of politics through colony ballots. It is Inconceivable that any nft- tion should ever again cater to the
German vote or allow it to be in control of even a fraction of national activities.
With all nations on guard against
Germanizing Influences, that plan must
be abandoned.
If Germany, in her
stupid disregard of all rights and
prejudices, should attempt to again
get control of any part of the national
affairs of America or Canada or Bra- unin,

unnl-hilit-

nfter-the-w-

.'
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will probably lead
to the barring of intercourse with her
definitely.
It Is difficult to ascertain where she
can first gain a foothold. With her
reputation blackened by her own acts,
her rotten methoils thoroughly
It will be a hazardous thing for
any nation to attempt to deal with
her.
It Is a matter that calls for the
sober, calm study of muster minds,
the consideration of ull nations opposed to Germanic ideas. It must lie
uiude u matter of the most careful
consideration, for upon the policy
adopted by the nations will depend
There
ninch of their own welfare.
must lie a limit set for Teutonic activity, a bound beyond which they
dare not go or It will lie only a question of time until the world will again
have to take up the tusk of heating
Hun deviiishncss.
It Is time for the nations anil their
deepest thinkers to begin to plan and
consider, for it will not be long now
until the Hun will be wanting to emigrate from lluuland to escape the
burdens lie has helped to create. He
must not lie allowed to shirk his task.
He must be the one to pick up the
liui'den and stagger along under It.
Me must not be allowed to shift It to
other shoulders, In part or In entirety.
Must Be Kept Under Surveillance.
The forces of many nations have
been harnessed In the effort to hammer some reasonable degree of sense
Next will
into the Hunnlsh head.
come the prodigious effort to hold him
to his work and force him to walk the
straight and narrow path. It is to be
almost as hard a task as fighting' him
Into submission, If the wny he Is preparing for a commercial campaign is
any criterion.
Unless he Is so hedged about by
rigid, Inflexible guards that he can do
only the right thing, he will soon be
doing the wrong- one. It Is folly to
think that getting a whipping will
change the Hun nature. A cracked
crown will not ensure a rejuvenation
He
or any degree of reformation.
will be no more spiritually redeemed
than lie will be physically restored by
the war. The living Hun will need a
process of refining that will require
more than one generation. The dead
Hun, thank God, will help to bold him
where he belongs by the thinning out
of evil blood when he died.
So let us plan now for what comes
later, that we may enjoy life wjrh no
fear of despotic oppression In the fuWe must weld a steel
ture years.
ring, such as Kaiser Wllhelm loved to
have about, that will keep the Prussian on his good behavior for the next
two thousand years. In that length
of time, the world of decency may
make some progress toward the elimination of the savnge part In his nature, and so bring him to where lie Is
a safe neighbor for decent people.
'

Making Our Flag
Beloved
By HAMLIN GARLAND
of Thm Vigilantes
Among the victims of the measureless rnln which the Prussian .militarists have wrought In their desire to

dominate the world, Armenia and
Syria have high claim to our sympathy. Suffering the full horror of the
conquered they have been Isolated
from the allies who would have helped
them if they could. Turkey, the partner of Germany and the cause of the
suffering and desolation of the Armenians, Is now conquered and It is
possible for America to rescue the despairing and the hungry in those lands.
This Is a duty which we cannot regretfully postpone. We are and must
continue to be the storehouse of the
world. Our resources must be put to
the use of those who sutler. France
nnd England, In spite of their almost
inconceivable war burdens, are each
doing their part In the work of freeing
and feeding the oppressed. We should
not fnil of a ready and full
Today the War Is Won.
Thus far we have not felt In any degree the pinch of the war we have
hardly been incommoded. We have
saved sugar and meat and flour and
submitted to restrictions in other
ways, but we have not suffered in the
slightest the pain and the grief of
other countries. The sacrifices we have
made seem very small and very poor
in comparison with what Belgium and
Poland and other equally Innocent bystanders have endured.
Today the war Is won we can seize
our great opportunity. We have made
our flag respected by the valor of our
sailors and soldiers, now let us make
It beloved by the wise use of our almost limitless wealth. How great, how
Haceful the United States seems as
we read the reports from the scourged
and desolated lands of the East. From
our plenty we must Instantly send In
order that hunger shall not end In
starvation and that a whole people
shall not vanish from the earth.
Germany has narrowed Its Held; as
its allies retire they leave a multitude of homeless and famishing victims behind they have no care for the
rained and the desolate and America
must step in to aid till such time as
the oppressor can be forced to indemnify and restore.
It is not necessary for me to rehearse the ghastly story of
barbaric cruelties that has been
done full and most movingly by others.
My part is to plead with those who
hsve a surplus that they may heal the
Turko-I'ruB-sf-

u'

sick, nnd house the helpless women
and children In the wake of the Turkish armies.
Greatest Opportunity to Help.
The committee for Armenian and
Syrian relief Is asking for a fund of
WO0O.O0O.
This seeius hut a smull
amount when set over against the
populations of the countries named In the appeal, and yet the
committee assures us that this sum
will have the most enormous power of
alleviation. It will not restore but it
will provide the necessities of life to
those who are for the momeut unable
to feed and clothe themselves.
Kvery man who gives to this fund
will have the satisfaction of knowing
that each dollar of his gift goes
straight to Its mark, affording almost
Instant relief to some poor soul who Is
physically suffering and In despair of
the future. To send this relief will
prove to them, nnd to the rest of the
world, that we, the richest of nations,
can be upon demand the most generous of nations. If we do our purt at
this time we can make the Stars and
Stripes not only respected, but beautiful in the eyes of the citizens of those
faraway lands. It will seem the sign
of plt,y, nnd of healing, the symbol of
hope and peace which our forefathers
Intended it to be.

THE POETS TO FRANCE
By THEODOSIA GARRISON

of the Vigilantes.

We cannot name you save upon our
Knees
France! France! what rutins tribute may
we Dnn u
That would not went a pitiful, poor thins
Against your splendor and your agonies
You who withstood the strength of Iron
A rack w herefrom God's beacon itlll shall
fling
The light that brings a world from ship
wrecking.
Seeing by you It steer Its argosiea!

France! France! there are no words to
make your eons
There Is no song wherewith to honor you
But note by note through many rentu-

rlea
Shall rise the perfect tribute clear and
strong.
Giving your fame at last the singing due.
We cannot name you aave upon our
knees.

IWIOVU UKVOM OTCUIaTIOHU

(By REV. P. B 1'ITZWATER. D. D.,
Teacher of Bngilah B.ble In the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
1818.
Western
(Copyright,
Newspaper
Union.)

LESSON

FOR DECEMBER

THE BIRTH OF JESUS.
I.EBSON

TRXT-l.u-

ke
TEXT-K- ur

2:8-2-

OOI.DKN
unto you Is born
this day in the city nf David a Savior
2:11.
who le Christ the I.urd.-1-u- ke
Note: Since the lesson committee
has suggested the birth of Jesus, a
Christmas lesson, us an alternative for
'this day, doubtless for moat classes It
will he desirable to use the Christiana
lesson and substitute the alternative
lesson for the review on December 29.

The birth of the Saviour occurred at
a most propitious time. The need was
great, for the systems of morals and
were tottering upon their
religion
foundations. It was also a time of
great opportunity, tor the whole world
was under one rule, making it possible
for evangelists to go from city to city
and country to country without fear
or molestation. The place of Ills birth
was Itctldehciu. as tire prophet had
foretold some seven hundred years before (Micuh fi:2). 'Idd permitted the
emperor to enforce a decree of taxation
just at Hie time to cause Mary to be
at Hethlelieiu when she gave birth to
the Saviour. Tli.it which the Word of
liod has aunuuiiceil shall most surely
come to pass, though Its fulfillment
seem tuost unlikely and unreasonable. The surroundings of his birth
were hf most humble sort. The Almighty Creator condescended to take
upon himself humanity to be born In
a manger, becoming the poorest of the
poor Hut none might be hindered
from coining to htm.
I. The Saviour's Birth Announced
(2:8-14- ).

1. To Whom
Shepherds (v. S). In
the first Christmas service the audience was composed of humble shepherds. The glorious gospel message
was tirst sounded forth to these humble men while watching over their
Hocks by night. I'overty is no barrier
to the reception of the gospel message.
Cod does not reveal himself mainly to
the princes and great men of the earth.
"Ha lb not God chosen the poor of this
world, rich in faith and heirs of the
kingdom?" (James 2 :5). Neither did
their devotion to their calling exclude
them from this greatest favor of Uod.
Moses, (jideou. Amos and Klisha were
called by the Lord from the busy activities of life. He never calls the
idle. The Lord has no use for a lazy
inn ii. The working man is Cod's peculiar interest.
2. Hy Whom
The Angel of the Lord
(v. 0). The first gospel sermon was
delivered by the angel of the Lord.
Angels, the exalted ministers of God
are interested in men (Hebrews 1:14),
and this one announced unto men
Coil's plan of salvation. These beings
no doubt sincerely sympathized with
fallen men.
poor,
The Message liood Tidings (v,
10). (1) A Saviour is born. Surely
tills was a gladsome message. Heathen darkness which had so long cursed
Hie earth was beginning to vanish.
The casting out of Satan, the prince
of tlie world, was about to take place
(John 12:31). Lilierty was about to
be proclaimed to those in bondage to
sin. The way of salvation was about
to be opened to all. So glorious was
tills news that a multitude of the heavenly host accompanied this announcement with their song of praise. It la
through Jesus Christ that Mod's kindness and good will are made known to
man. (2) Peace (v. 14). I'eace with
(oil peace of heart peace with man.
How incongruous this message with
our lime! Tlie world war was the result of not receiving this blessed message. (3) Joy (v. 10). The gospel
message Is a joyful message been use it
frees from, sin and removes nil the
burdens nf ihis world.
II. The Shepherds Make Investigation (2:i:. ill).
Though these things seemed passing strange to tliein they did not stop
to question or argue; they went
straight to Heihlehein and found
everything Just us Hie angels had said.
They had Hie glorious privilege of
gazing UMiii the world's Suvlotir the
very Iwinl of glory.
III. The Shepherds Witnessing (2:

Experience teaches us what fools wa
have been, but unfortunately it doesn't
prevent u from repeating.

Ixve all, trust a few,
Do wrong to none; be able for thine
enemy
Rather In power than ue; and keep
thy friend
Under thy own life's key; be checked
in silence,
But never tax'd for speech.
- Shakespeare.
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FEW ROYAL CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

A

The Christmas spirit may best be
expressed to our friends by a gift ap-propriate and not too
exacting uiiun one's re- I sources. We are so apt
to think that things common to us will be unappreciated
by our
IL
friends. This Is often
the reason we have gifts
IV
so
that
characterless
,
"rB ""enjoyed Bnd wc
burden our friends with
gifts that are not desired.
When one is fortunate enough to
live on a farm the gifts to town friends
may represent the whole family. The
father and hoys limy put a fowl or
a brace of wild game, fruit and a
in the Christmas basket
while mother and the girls will add u
box of cookies, a glass or two of jelly,
a plant, or a bit of needlework.
The present coining from the farm
Is not to he despised. A tiny Christmas tree taken from the woods and
potted will he a most welcome gift to
those who live awny from growing
things. A walk in the woods will disclose many a bit of green or color to
decorate the gift basket. A tiny glass
of jelly in a small basket to fit It, tied
with a sprig of partridge berry or
wlntergreen, la such a welcome gift to
the Invalid. A quaint little jar filled
with jam, tied up with a festive bow,
Is another.
A fern dish with a violet plant,
and a' little fern, will' be a Joy
to a shut-in- ,
especially If she has been
a country girl.
Wild crahupplc jelly Is such a delicious one for the Christmas table, and
may be made In quantities where the
wild crnb Is plentiful.
A small jar of real farm butter or a
box of hickory nut meats, a card or
two of honey and a jar of mincemeat,
are all suggestive gifts.
A nice fat
mince pie tied up in tissue with a
spray of Christmas greens will be another most happy gift.
If one has an herb bed. a package of
assorted herbs will find a warm place
in the affections of the town housekeeper.
Honey cakes and boxes of
doughnuts will make many hearts happy who have had to save on sugur this
year. These are but a few of many
suggestions which may he worked out,
each adding a touch of originality to
her gift and bringing unallowed Joy
to the recipients.
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man's fortunes are tlte fruit of
character. A mnn's friends are
A

Ids
Ids

magnetisms.

THE BREAKFAST CEREAL.

In most homes, especially where
there are children, the first ineiil of
the day Is begun
with a dish of cereal, usually following a hit of
fruit.
Baked tipple, or any fruit is
a safe one to precede the children's
cereal. Add fruits.
like grapefruit or oranges, If all sour,
will cause digestive trouble If followed
by a cereal with cream. Very often we
have such a variety of cereals on the
market these days that we need never
have the same one too often. The averwill eat
age child or grown-uon t meal' oftener with enjoyment than any other breakfast food.
Many of the cereals will he eaten with
relish If served with fruit which would
otherwise be refused. The daintiness
of serving bears no small part In the
Manner of Its reception.
When serving cream of wheat or any
cooked cereal which molds well, pour
Into a hollow mold and serve Ailed
with fruit of the season. Serve It
IT).
at the table so that the eye may he
When tliey saw the Lord they could
Such
with Its appearance.
not remain silent. They were Im- charmed when
a dish,
served with cream and
pelled to make known abroad the good sugar, will be
happily and quickly
news. Those who have heard the good
news of Kulviitioii through Christ and eaten.
For the early winter days, comment
have verified It by iiersonal investigahominy and graham mush may
tion must tell it to others. The angels mush,
he served, using nny leftover for frysaid that the good tidings of great joy
have the corn freshshould be to all people (v. ID). Tha ing. If iKisslble, the whole kernel :
it
ly ground. Using
reis
for
Christ
all
nf
fieople
gospel
Such
is so much more appetizing.
or
of
condition.
nationality
gardless
but if
cnrnmenl does not
It Is just as really good news to the obtained fresh Is farkeep well, to the
superior
It
as
to
the
tills the
peasant.
klug
d
corn.
beans of all with joy.
Whole wheat fresh from the field or
IV. Tha Shepherds Praising God
granary makes most wholesome and
(2:18-20)- .
nutritive breakfast food. It must be
The testimony of the shepherd bad soaked over
for half
night nnd
a varying effect some wondered, and
a day to soften the grain. A tireless
others kept the sayings and pondered cooker or double holler makes the best
them, but the shepherds went back cooking utensil, as it needs slow cookglorifying ami praising God for all ing at a low temperature. Sliced fried
they had seen and heard. Those who apples with oatmeal is n good combinahave believed the gospel message and tion. A
spoonful of sliced peaches or
proclaimed II abroad have a peculiar one of fresh berries with any cereal
joy which must express Itself la served at the side of the dish, is anpraises to Ch1.
other.
The leftover breakfast food need
Prefer diligence before idleness, un- not be wasted, as It improves almost
less yon esteem rust before brightness. any muftin, gem or popover when addrinto.
ed to the mixture before baking.
p
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CAT'S PAWS
(In Teutonic Dlplomaey)
By EDITH M. THOMAS,

f tho Vigilante.

When Highest Beings cat's-paw- s
choose
To pull their chestnuts from the lira.
never dares refuse
The cat's-paTo do what overlords require.
But If not well It does Its task.
To meet the overlord's desire.
What happen then? No need to ask
He throws the cat Into the Ore!
Tie well this lesaon ehould be learnt
Of Highest Beings' waya and alms
If their own angers are not burnt.
They care not for a world la (lames!
Der Hochste.
What do you hear, America?
The Huns are sailing your seas again.
What Is it. there, through the mist and

Chaa Oinlt,

Dessertspoonful grated cheese, on
CC little pepper and salt,
spray?
ounce butter; pat hatter in frying pan,
Do you see your children drowning toBy ELEANOR BLAIR GREEN
beat the egg, add pepper, salt and
day
The
of
cheese. Pat In tha pan and stir round.
Vigilantes.
As they did oa the Lraitanla?
Will you track the murderers to their
What do you Hear. America?
Cook to a tight brown, not solid
From over tho eeas conies a martial
den?
through, and yoa haro a Una cheeaa
Paul Revere Is tiding again
strain.
'
omelet
A thunder of suns, a moaning cry
TJp! And ride with him. America!
Wrung from m million beds of pain.
What is that sound through tha wind
Bismarck Oysters.
A rainfall of one Inch orer one acre
and ratn
A layer of hot aaaerkraut on a hot
Those gal loping boots, that warning of ground will fill more than 600 barcry?
rels of 45 gallons each. That quantity plat, oareral tried oysters Beit an
Paul Revere Is riding again.
oa top three slices of ertoply fried bev
of water Weighs more thaa 110 tons.
raw Bat hoar htm. America?

THE RIDER

armth and Smartness in Coat

siNMrSaiooL
Lesson

one-quart-

The Housewife's Briefs
A cheap basket filled with popcorn

balls for the youngsters. Line the basket with the pretty light green paper
and nestle the balls in It. They will
look good enough to eat.
The staples on hand in any home
which will be useful are rice, macaroni, coconut, chocolate, coffee, tea and
cocoa.
The staple vegetables In the
cellar and the fruit closet are all used
to supply the shelf.

A most delicious pie which may be
quickly prepared, providing you have
the cooked prunes, is the
following: Hake a good
rich shell and till it with
stewed, chopped prunes,
topped with whipped
cream sweetened and
flavored. Canned fruit
of various kinds may
take the lilnco of the
prunes, but these make au especially
good pie.
Cabbage Salad. Put a small cabbage bend through the meat chopper.
Mince a
square of salt pork In
small cubes and fry a golden brown.
Tour the boiling hot fat with halt of
the browned lilts of pork over the Cab
bage witli a small shredded onion (the
onion may he put through the chopper
with tlie cabbage) ; stir and mix well,
add plenty of salt and a few dashes of
cayenne pepper. In the frying pan
beat enough vinegar to moisten the
salad ; pour this over the cabbage boll'
ing hot. Set In the warming oven un
til ready to serve.
Tomatoes With Corn. Stew down a
pint of tomatoes with one in i need
onion and a sprig of parsley; season
well and put In layers in a baking dish
Cover with but
with canned corn.
tered crumbs and bake until well
browned.
Fifteen-MinutPudding. .lust before dishing up the dinner put on the
following pudding to cook: It will be
ready to serve In plenty of time for
the dessert : Take one cupful of sift'
ed flour, a little snlt and a teaspoonful
of baking powder; mix well and add
enough rich milk to make a drop bat
ter. Hotter Individual molds or cups.
drop In a spoonful of the batter, then
a spoonful of canned cherries or straw
berries (any juicy fruit); top with an
other spoonful of baiter, set the cups
Into a pan of boiling water, cover and
cook on the top of the stove fifteen
minutes. Io not raise the cover while
cooking. Serve with sweetened cream
or cream and sugar. They are light
tender and delicate when carefully
boiled.
Onions and Cheese. Take a dish of
cooked onions, place In layers In a buttered baking dish with white sauce
mid cheese. Hake until well heated
through, I'sc a rich cream cheese, as
otherwise the cheese will cook stringy.
e
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DISHES.
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Sume people are stepping out of
midwinter coats and turning their
bucks on cold weather to journey
South, and others are Just stepping
into them bound for the joys of winter
sports in the frozen North. These are
the Ann believers In the tonic of the
cold who have learned how to eujoy
arctic weather.
Then there are all
tho rest of us who Intend to keep
warm and aspire to look smart, whatever icy blasts may blow uur way. We
refuse to be shut In by 'the weather
of
and require
coats
midwinter
warmth and smartness. And the demand is answered with coats and other garments of fur and of textiles that
are as warm uud rich as furs.
All over the country fur garments of
one kind or another are the mode.
These earliest coverings of the body
remain the most desired and rich skins
are rich skins, however made up.
They are the Inspiration of furriers.
Here Is a coat made of leopard skins
with their Incomparable natural mark

A

ings of black In a gold background. It
hangs straight and full from tho should
ders, without a belt and has a wtda
cape collar of beaver and deep cuffs tc
match. The big collar may b rolled!
up about the neck and ears and tlx
fare snuggled down In Its warm softs
ness until only the eyes are oncov-- j
ered. Such a coat carries about sun- -,
shine and warmth and almost radiate
them. It Is fastened with three Mk
tortoise-shel- l
buttons and la tares
Inches shorter than tho skirt.
"Velour du nord" Is the name of th
regal fabric that makes the other coat,
It is one of those thick, soft wool
cloths that are as protecting and ton
urlotis as a chamois akin, but heavier
and softer than this. It Is In a dark)
taupe color with wide cape collar op
taupe-lyn- x
fur nnd deep cuffs o
mntch. It la bordered at the bottone
with this fur. The collar can be turned up about the head and the hanrtsi
find refuge In ample slit pockets. Th
belt Is made of the velour.

For Undercoat or Southern Wear

K IS M
Know the true value of lime; snatch,
seize and enjoy every moment of It.
No Idleness, ao laziness, no procrastination; nev.ir put off till tomorrow
what you can do today. Chesterfield.
DAINTY

SWEETS.

A good
finish for a heavy meal Is
some light and dainty sweet which will
neither overtax or bur
den the digestion. One
feels unsatisfied with a
line meal If It is not fin
Ished with some kind of
a
This need
dessert.
not take elaborate prepa
ration or expensive com
binations, in fact the
simpler tlie better for
von u g or old.
Cream puffs filled with any desired
lining, a bit of Ice cream or whipped
cream stirred with a spoonful of Jam
fur llavor.
Many fillings will occur to
suit the taste. Chocolate, or caramel
filling Is liked, as w'll ns maple.
Junket lends itself to Various flavors
A small glass of
mid combinations.
junket may follow a hearty dinner with
no feeling of having eaten too much.
dessert may
A tasty little hurry-ube prepared hy placing chocolate
creams on small round crackers, set In
the oven until the chocolate is melted
mill served with coffee.
indium crackers spread with Jelly
and decorated with two iiiiirslimallows
then put into tlie oven to brown and
puff me well liked for another sweet
cracker.
A few dates or tigs stiitTed with a hit
of fondant or simply rolled in sugar
or st lifted witli a nut or two makes a
most delightful dessert well relished
iy all who have a sweet tooth.
Cinnamon Cream Tarts Ileal a
f butter with half a cupful
of powdered sugar and half a teaspoonful of cinnamon In a bowl, liace half
a dozen split crackers hollow side up
In a baking pan, drop a spoonful of
this mixture in each and bake in a
hot oven for two minutes.
If fond of peanut butter serve some
squares of sweet chocolate sandwich
fashion for the young folks' dessert.
This is n most nutritive food and would
do for a luncheon when taking a
long tramp, as it takes but Ml tie space
to carry. .
Junket. Warm a pint of milk to tlie
stage, add a junket tablet
dissolved In a teasitoonfttl of cold water. Flavor and sweeten to tatse, stirring until well blended. I'our into
sherbet cups and let stand in a warm
room until the junket is Ret. Serve
with sweetened whipped cream or a
spoonful of murshmallow cream on
top of each cup.
luke-wan-

n

When bedding or blankets are too
short, sew a strip of heavy cotton te
the bottom ; this tucks In nicely and Is
not bulky.
The use of uncooked cereals Is a
great saver of time and fuel, and many
prefer them, although they are much
more expensive.
They combine well
with such fruits as bananas, and make
a most appetizing and nourishing dish.
All dry cereals should be crisped In
the oven before serving. Hot milk
poured over shredded wheat biscuit
makes the cream go farther.

(In

h';C' vU

Mativ ileuninns are made of the lnt-es- t (crepe georgette or of any of tlie stieer
sweaters they must be cozy and linens or cottons that are dear !
pretty and they must not he bulky, to women because they are so easily
start with. They must be In line with kept fresh. The three knitted stris
the front of the sweatthe styles and at the same time if in wbito, s
they are to lie successful they must er fit in well with these white blouses.

have nttriiiive variations and original
touches to give them distinction.
Sweaters, us a part of the wardrobe,
are as much a mutter of course as
shoes and stockings and variety is the
pice that flavors them.
r
sweatThe last arrival in
ers has made Its entrance on favl. Ion's
stage, and its Mirlrait appeals to ns
for consideration in tlie picture above.
This young aspirant for favor can
hardly fail. It Is closely knit aid
t
on,
cozy snug lifting and easy to
and It Is dainty. One enn Imagine It
In any of the llower-like- ,
lively colors
which nre approved for spring or in
the vivid "sweater tones" of color, or
in the beige and gray shades if any
one denies herself the privilege of
odors that nre bright. For. in sweaters, young and old alike may indulge
a fancy for live colors.
The pretty sweater above owes
some of its charming effect to the fine
lingerie blouse worn under it. The
blouse is of batiste with frills of lace at
the front, and its frilled turned-baccollar simply froths over on the bright
lined sweater, making the freshest nnd
daintiest of vestees and
The blouse might lie of net or
slip-ove-

g.--

k

Embroidery Is Popular.
Embroidery increases In popularity
dress that it
and it is on the
reaches its highest perfection. It Is
done In the color of the gown, or In
n
brightly contrasting colors, and the
varies from ancient to modern
Some of
with apparent unconcern.
tho New York designers are doing
and
lovely things with hand-dyematerials, these being
more decidedly popular for evening
nnd informal house gowns. When ma
terials of this sort nre nsed, the cit
one-piec- e

d

block-printe-

d

There is a short, snug pepluui. in
opened tit (lie front and the walstlim'
is defined with a narrow knitted band)
which seems very close fitting, us
are. These things Insure :t
convenient carnient to wear under
snlt or top cont. This sweater wilt
make itself popular in Canada ns well
as along the Half of Mexico; for It is.
really a warm garment and may
or less closely knitted and elaborated with differing stitches, when
the work Is done by hand.

Blouse Fad.
The tendency to elongate the front:
part of the blouse until it is almost
like a small apron is one of tho interesting style details this season. This
is a curious notion, but one that is
tremendously popular at present.

Black Satin, the Favorite.
Black satin is the winter season's favorite material for nil purposes, witta
wool duvetyns, cashmere velours ami
velvets supporting its advance.
is as simple as can be. Often there is
no cut at all. the material being draped
on the figure instead.

i Fringe la Favored.
Though panels have been used for
long time, they are still good, ami
many of the narrow street frocks shove
a very narrow skirt of satin witb
bodice and long, loose panels of serge.
Many of the panels are edged la
heavy silk fringe and great varietw
Is allowed in length, shape and

I
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Inauguration Notable Event
What promises to be the most

FROM OVER THERE

not-

able and elaborate inaugural ceremony wittnessed in the old state
capital will take place January 1,
Octavia-n- o
1919, when Governor-eleA. Larrazolo, of Las Vegas, becomes the Governor of the state of
New Mexico. The inaugural exercises if the weather permits, will
take place on the main stairway of
the state Capitol, otherwise the program will 1e carried out in the Hall
of Representatives. Those who desire to attend are requested bv the
Knineers ;
committee to secure their tickets
at an early date and be on time,
TO YOU
consequently they may lose their
shores of or
ncyond the
reserve seats .
France,
The program for the entire day,
Hcyond the oceans westmost tide,
beginning at 10 A. M. is quite lengthy,
c
horizon
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utAre those we cherish, love and and has been prepared with the in
most elegance and elaborateness
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you.
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insWliile snows of angry winter fall, W. Parker, at noon. The nextselecAnd sheen the hills of France in piring feature after the Band Govtion, will be the f'ring of the
wh'te,
While cold the winds blow overhead, ernor's salute by those participating
The murky, day fades into night. in the Military parade, under the
direction of Captain rntz Mueller,
Yet vistas bright of other years
Hon. Jose D
joys marshal of the day.
P.ring back the
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And as come dreams of days that master of ceremonies.
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Tarrant County and Fort Worth,
In the oratorical contest the gold
in several jellies and best of all will be the!'',, ;l1 sunpbe. food and jiparettes. pitals, etc. The R. L. Pullctin.
Thn influenza
where she helped provide recreation medal was awarded to Fred Wagner,
the
articles
these
hospital
reaching
homemade
an
the
and
contithroiti'liout
state,
candy,
"emergency
for the many girls and soldiers in whose oration on "America's Opporwhen the supplies of the French In Our Sister State
nues to cause considerable alarm. gift, may also be found.
Mrs. Theodore
The Red
The Red Cross service where it that locality.
were about exhausted.
In some places thev ari exnereno-in- g
tunity" was especially fine. The
Cross distributed 4.000 blankets to was most needed was given to a
special worker for the Y. W. s:lver medal went to Bernice Piatt,
a new nut break and some peoSANTA CLAUS IS COMING
from
C.
Dallas
been
sent
A.
has
also
Nancv
trainload of sailors from the Pacific
the prisoners concentrated at
who used as her splendid subject
ple are having it the second time.
established a canteen which fed coast who arrived in Trinidad, Colo., to help organize a recreation hall "The Y. M. C. A" The winners in
Who gives to whom hath not been and
Miss
of
Silver
the
of
men.
thousand
for
several
City.
were
The
Trinidad
the
g:rls
Many
recently, going east.
Mrs tf. P Kirkpatrirk left durdeclamatory contest
given,
, for
were in a weakened Chanter of the Red Cross was on Parsons will help organize girls' Carolyn Ten Eyck, who won the gold
ing the week for Las Cruce-His gift in need, though small in- these prisoners of
them dying while the job, providing 254 pairs of warm clubs, a cafeteria, and whatever else medal with the selection
entitled
condition, two
her son Irving O'Garrah, a student
deed,
waiting for food. Five tons of food blankets for the sailors, who bad the Silver City girls demand. S;lver "How the La Rue Stakes Were Won".
at the State Co?leJ. who bas been Is, as the
n
's
were sent to Stcnav to provide fori left the warm climate of California City is the first New Mexico town The silver medal was carried off by
o" the sick list. She has returned
seed.
home accompanied bv the youm; man As large as earth and rich as the American and French prisoners with just one blanket each. Striking to benefit bv the enlarged program Kate Andrews with the selection
coming through the lines at that real winter weather in southern of the Y. W. C. A. in the south- "The Lion and the Mouse".
who will spend the holiday vacation
Heaven. John Grecnlcaf Whit-tieColorado, the men were really suf- west. Since the war, girls and wompoint.
here
Pleasing features during the evenThe American Red Cross Commis- fering from the cold, and the warm en everywhere are asking to have ing were snappy songs rendered by
sion to Sw:tzertand has arranged blankets provided there by the faith- a definite share in community life, The High School Glee Club," under
with Alfred Ney. a Swiss neutral ful Red Cross canteen proved a God- to help bring about the ideal dem- the direct:on of Mrs. Van Stone. The
ocracy of the future. The girls of platform was artistically decorated
delegate 'with large German experi- sendR. which the boys appreciated.
C. Rays.
Silver City will find the Y. W. C. A. for the event with the Stars and
ence and acquaintance, to go into A.
ready to help them accomplish this. Stripes, the High School Service
Germany and take charge of all sick
Heretofore the Y. W. C. A. has bene- Flag and High School colors. Prof.
and wounded American prisoners not The Annual Report
only the girls of large cities. Foster, principal of the High School
strong enough to be moved a( the Of the San Miguel chapter, at a fited
recent meeting shows an unusually Now the town girls are to have presided, and the medals were depresent time. The plan is to place
livered to the victorious students by
all these Americans in a central hos- large amount of work accomplish- their opportunity.
Coal, All
Coal,
Hon. T. B. Catron, president of the
pital, and if poss:ble, provide Ameri- ed by the society during the past
board of education.
Inspiring Character
can medical attendance for them.
year.
N. M.,
,
A Brooklyn woman of whom I
John H. Ctllley, formerly chairOther activities of the Amercan
relief organization in behalf of the man and lately secretary of the have personal knowledge had a son Only Sincere Motives Best for sucCoal,
returnine nrisoners were the estab chapter, has done a large amount of who enlisted in the army. He was Remember this little rule
lishment of an evacuation hospital unselfish service for the Red Cross a big, strapping lad but tinder Age cess : Let your every act start from
and rest room at Rcvigny. The R. C; and will be missed. Shortly before for the draft, and, not finding army a sincere interest in the thing to
"'s departure tor ump Cody, where life all the beer and skittles he had be done; never from the mere desire
P.ulletin.
PHONE 85 MAIN
X NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT
he will do camp welfare work Mr. imagined ft to be, he wrote to his to impress others
your person
At Raton Members Of
Culley was presented with a hand- - mother that he thought she could ality. Sincere motives are the firm
whi-actual
foundations
of
on
account
him
hiwatchupon
discharged
get
,he ' of.
The II- me Service of the Red!'0",c
4
are built. Conceded
officers and close associates his age. and that, anyway, he be
Cross are meeting all the incoming' fellow Z'"11"1
lieved that.be was beginning to de- motives are the shifting sands upon
'" Keti CfOSS WOrk
rocriclorincr all thi. hov
which failure is bu'lt. The man who
velop flat feet.
who arrive home from the various
..
,
To this his mother replied that she works onlv for the ptirnose of im
s?la
train. n
amps in the V. S. As yet y,"
?uen,e"
.,
was
the matter pressing others with his personal
11 i
uidiis, iduivs, musical thought that what
none ot the boys have arrived trom
instruments and jewelry formerly with him was that he was beginning worth cannot hope to compete with
oversea-- .
owned by Don Francisco Villa, the to develop a yellow streak and that the man who has a definite ideal
good is the report
of the knitting committee of the famous bandit, !arc frequently of- no son of hers would ever have feet to work out, a purpose to accom
Colfax County Chapter, for last fered for sale by Mexicans in des- flat enough to come back to her plish.
titute circumstances. These articles when be ran away from his duty to
month.
Gave The Thrill Allright
find ready sale and are purchased his country.
Dawson socks. 65: sweaters, 5.
He wanted to give the home folks
Now comes the story of another
by Americans who desire souveniers
Cimarron socks, 40; sweaters, 10 of
a thrill, but h:s work in France was
teleVilla's reign in northern Mex- Brooklyn mother who promptly
Springer socks, 12; sweaters, 11; ico. Recently a junk dealer in that phoned the police and had her son not very exciting. His job was to
1.
s,
presented the Red Cross gift arrested as a deserter when he ran dig ditches for a witer supply sysGardiner socks 20; sweaters, 2. city
with a copper mandolin, which away from camp and came home. tem at an aviation training cam.),
shop
24.
Mesa
socks,
Johnson
These are the kind of women who Near by were some German prisonhe claims was used by Villa when a
Koehler socks, 19; sweaters, I.
It will be sold for the benefit are the mothers of men, who turn ers, also jligging, trenches for piptr
boy.
In thiit way you will greatly
Maxwell socks, 28; sweaters, 9.
of that organization in the near the weakness of their children into So" he wrote what was perfectly true.
Meloche socks. 4.
future.
strength and give to the world the and it gave the thrill allr ght
Food AdUnited
of
wsr
Miami socks. 5; sweaters, 12,
heroes who do and dare. A monu- - am in the trenches row every dav.
Sugarite socks, 2.
At
mcnt should be built in their honor, I The boches are so close that f can
Jerusalem
Van Houten socks, 51 ; sweaters.
The destitute inhabitants through- not only to commenorate their vir- tell the color of their eyes, while
19.
out that
are using the tatter- tues, but to stand as an inspiration airplanes are flyifsf' over my head
Vermeio Park, Jr. R. C socks, 6; ed gray region
army shirts, discarded by to all other mothers. Dorothy Dix. ai- - the time.
5
wristlets,
scarfs,
1;
sweaters,
I;
the British soldiers to cloth their
Raton socks. 10R; sweaters. 25.
Municipal Christmas Tree
children.
Many of the youngsters Fine Chicken Pie Supper
Work shipped the early part of are wearing
The public spirited citizens who
A real honest to goodness chicken-pi- e
nothing else but these
November before last report consistwas served by the ladies are arranging for the mun:cipal
with
about
a
shirts
belt
waist.
the
supper
ed of 427 knit garments. Since the The
greatest mother on earth, the of the Lead Avenue Methodist church Christmas tree for the poor children
organization of this chapter the fol- American
Red Cross, has come to on last Friday night. Talk about of Santa Fe have about completed
have
large consignments
lowing
the rescue and are distributing good chicken me! Whoever made plans, where by the youngsters will
been sent to the div'sion headquart- thousand of warm
garments to the that nie last Fridav is oast master again be given a Merry Lhr stmasers at Denver. Hospital supplies and civilians.
of the art of pie baking! One
they might not otherwise en
articles
knit
7,180,
refugee garments
nren and sixty-fiv- e
persons were joyed. At least $10000 more is need
5,746, and the surgical dressings At Tucumcari
fortunate enough and had sufficient ed to provide the presents that should
rooms located at Springer, Cimarthemselves of be on hand, so it is not to late for
The Red Cross Rest Room i
foresight to
ron. Gardiner and Raton have to busy place these days. The ladies tickets which possess
entitled them to
any who over looked the matter to
47.226
their credit
200 K. W. 7c per K. W.
pieces.
the trains passing out tobacco. per 'n 'he church parlors, and not add their names to the list.
d
The Junior Red Cross also show- chewing gum, etc. Rerclitlv they one- mf them but was more than
S. S. Convention
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
ed a very busy year, both financialmore than one hundred free for lighted with the delicious supper.
acThe second quarterly meeting of
dinner.
ly and in the amount of work
Some of the boys left Albuquerque Journal.,
of
the district Sunday School Conven400 K. W. 5c per K. W.
complished. The financial report
money in their cups as that was the
was
tion
will be held Sunday. Decemalso
Colfax
the
County Chapter
only way to jnake the ladies receive Delightful Dance
excellent.
dance ber 29, at the Gran Quivera school.
The bovs! A delightful
pav for their service.
All
above 4c per K. W. Special
excess of
An interesting
were loud in their praise for the was eiven last Fridav' nicht at the house at Willard.
courteous treatment received while Colombo ball in Albuquerque, tinder land instructive progiam has been
Inspecting Chapter
Rates
Cooking.
the direction of Messers Kalph Kog-- ; prepared oy tne committee tn Charge
Miss Fergusson. daughter of the late in town.
The
ers and Lawerence Lovitt.
H. B. Fergusson, of
Congressman
dance was planned primarily to honor Will Build Chapel
New Mexico was in the city on an Even Prairie Dog Help R C
A. T. U boys, and The trustees of the Church of God,
inspection visit to the Santa Fe Two girls, eight and ten years old. the departing h. other
that
university and purchased a fine building lot in
Chapter. She was tent out to in- of Manzanola, Colo, earned S50 for secondarily
students might have a Clovis last week, where they will
spect several chapters in the state the. Red Cross by trapping prairie high schooltime.
About thirty couples have a handsome chapel erected in
by the division headquarters at dog's and making soap of their fats. jolly good
the near future.
A. R. C Rays.
Denver.
participated.
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The following poem in the form
of a Christmas Card was received by
Frank Ortiz, Jr., of the State Record
n
force this week from Ambrosto
a former operator at this office
who is a member of the 29th En
gineers, and has been on the front
for many months.
The card bears the title "A Most
Merry Xmas to Home Folks" and
was designed engraved and printed
and the poem composed by the 29th
uu-ra-

ct

wave-wash-

lv

pale-hln-

1

.

ln-c-n

He-se-

Tae Otmer
But, my dear madam," said th
admiral, "it is hard to discuss thesa
matters with one so unfamiliar with
the terminology of the subject. You
remind me of the young wife who
was speaking to her brother about
her volunteer husband ;
"'Isn't Jack just wonderful?" she
said.
'He's already
to field marshal.'
"'From private' to field marshal in
two months? Impossible I' said the

brother.
"'Did I say field marshal?'
mured the young wife. 'Well,

I know

haps it's
one or the other,"'
panion.
court-marti-

Youth's

murper-

it's

Com-

Impressive Christmas Services
Following the usual custom midnight services in St. Frances Cathedral and the church of the Holy
Faith will be attractive features of
the relig'ous observance of Christmas. The services and musical programs are especially prepared for the
occasion, characterizing the solemnity of the season. Many people in
the city and surroitnd'ng communities begin their Christmas cclebra-t:o- n
by attending one of these beauceremonies.
tiful
and impressive
Special services will also take place,
presumably tomorrow or next Sunday in the Presbvtcrian, Baptist, and
Methodist churches.

cl
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Sta-ili-

r

long-passe- d

.
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Greetings From Overseas
Last Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Staplin received an exquisite Christmas and New Year's greeting frorn
Lieutenant J. A. Lowe, who is now
with the U. S. Army in France. We
wish Jack the very best of luck
and 'hone for his safe return at an
early date.
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Another Lodge
J. B. Savage, State Manager, and
Geo. R. Ray, General Deputy, of the
Praetorians have been down here
from Roswell several days this week

working in the interests of their
order. They expect to organize
lodge here next week. Lake Arthur

Times.
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The High School Girls
At Estancia will present a charming little play entitled the "Japanese
Girl" Christmas week. The young,
ladies are busy rehearsing and com-

pleting their elaborate preparations
for the event.
THE CHRISTMAS

SPIRIT.'

By Laura M. Roach.
I don't think I care for presents,
Or for Christmas trees this yeai,
For my mamma's told me stories
And she's made it, oh, so clearl
'Bout the children 'cross the ocean,
And the awful time they've had,
And while they arc hungry, homeless.
Don't seem right that I'd be glad.
So 1 guess I'll ask my mother.
Mead of buying toys for me,
Just to send a lot of presents '
To those children 'cross the sea.
TO PREVENT A MISTAKE.
When Santa comes down the chimney
With his heavy pack of toys,
How does he know which stockings
are girls'
And which belong to boys?
Suppose he should fill boys' stockings
and dolls Oh my 1
With
And should" give tops, guns, and marbles to girls!
Wouldn't there be a cry?
tea-se-

ts

It's no use to borrow trouble
At this time so full of joy.
But I'll pin this note on my
ing's toe

stock-

;

"Dear Santa, I'm a boy."
Laura F. Armitage.
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CAPITAL COAL

r.

YARD

Kinds
Cerrillos
Swastika
Anthracite
Steam Coal; Madrid,
Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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SPECIALIST
EYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT
from Chicago ..
NEW MEDICAL TREATMENT
Improved Cataract Operation
PERFECT FITTING OF CLASSES
Santa Fa
Laughlin Block

.. Just returned

c

;

Then tiny CAPSULES
are luperlor to Balsam
sf Copaiba, Cubcbi or
"
Infections, and

.i

Save Wheat and Meat by Eating

RELIEVES

More

POTATOES

tasks
great
ministration.

the

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

j

sup-ma-

de-fe-

j

in

the

for

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT
COMPANY

(MIOYl

-

inconvenience.
8oM

oe attdrmwittM.

wri-tlet-

assist in the
States

POWER RATE

In

24 HOURS th Vsimo diseases wits-o-

Knight-CTiDbel-

l's

Great Holiday Bargain Sale of Pianos
and Player-Pianos

Now and slightly used Instruments of the highest musical
and wall known
excellence
makes.

lifetime
The opportunity of
to got an instrument on the
Christmas
first quality for
Gift and
SAVE FROM $1M TO $25

If you expect to buy a piano
within the
or a player-pian- o
next five years, send us this ad
with your name and address,
and you will receive by return
mail the most extraordinary
list. of. piano, and. player-pian- o
bargains ever offered.
Libera I terms of payment.
Investigate our offers. You
can make money on the fast
growing value of your instrument.

Name
Address
Knight-Campbe-

ll

Music Co

Evorytkin MasicaL
DENVER,

COLORADO.

'

